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Pacsafe® Turtle Commitment
We haven’t forgotten our roots. Initially inspired
by the turtle and its independent global
wanderings, we believe in sustainability and
doing everything we can to work with local
communities at a grass-roots level to ensure that
the sea turtle doesn’t become the next Dodo.
By outsmarting the threats they face, we’ll help
protect their natural habitats, focus on breeding
programmes and raise awareness.

Pacsafe® stands behind its
materials and workmanship
unconditionally by providing a
5 year warranty from the date
of purchase on all Pacsafe®
products, protecting them
against malfunction or defect.
Refer to pacsafe.com for
details.

The
Pacsafe®
Original
anti-theft backpack
& bag protector
outsmart thieves,
bag snatchers & bag slashers
anti-theft features:
Smart eXomesh® cage system, locks closed and
locks to fixture.
See page 43 for more details.

Smart travel gear
We are the best mates for the Global Traveler with our
innovative design and unrivalled anti-theft technology.
We offer functional travel gear you can rely on. We
have your back and inspire people to travel more and
have fun.
Let’s face it, nobody likes getting ripped off. We
hate it and it’s not just ‘part of the experience’.
Having your gear stolen when travelling affects
your personal security. Ever been stuck in
a foreign country without any money or a
passport? We have and trust us, fun isn’t a
word that springs to mind. That’s why we’re
dedicated to creating smart new ways to keep
your gear secure.
Think you’re safe in a busy café in Rome? Think
again. Opportunistic thieves are everywhere
and aren’t just hiding around Las Ramblas,
Barcelona or on the trains of Southern India. So
keeping an eye on your stuff, or simply being
extra alert and cautious just isn’t enough. After
all, why should you have to spend your holiday
and adventure worrying about your gear? Travel
should be about freedom. About feeling safe
out on the road less travelled.

The truth is, we’re independent souls at heart.
It’s that sense of freedom that courses through
our veins and it’s the itch we feel, when we’re
chained to a desk too long. That’s why we’re
founded on travel and escape whenever we
can. This is and never will be a job to us, it’s our
passion. It’s in our blood. Yet wherever we go
in the world, we listen and we learn from you.
Real travellers, with real stories and very real
experiences.
Hey, it’s no coincidence our logo’s a turtle.
It’s what inspired us to begin with. With his
protective armour he can wander the globe safe
and sound. No inhibitions and no holding back.
Like him, when your gear’s secure, you can do
more.

Rob Schlipper

Magnus McGlashan

CEO

Managing Director

At the heart of every innovative Pacsafe® product is one
clear purpose. To watch your back while you travel, so
you can focus on having fun and doing more. We help
keep you one step ahead of the game by keeping your
gear secure from opportunistic thieves including:
• Pickpockets
• Bag slashers

• Gear thieves
• Strap slashers
• Bag snatchers • Identity thieves

smart anti-theft technology
We have developed a wide range of innovative, functional
devices, methods and unique systems that put you in
control. Designed for travellers, by travellers. Engineered
and tested to stand up to the rigors of real adventure
travel, and yet simple enough for everyday use.

Over the years, we’ve continued to push our technology
and invented a range of smart anti-theft devices that create
additional barriers for thieves. The technology is designed
to be lightweight, discreet and easy to use for you, yet
difficult for an opportunistic thief to overcome.

360º eXomesh® locking system
Our patented, flexible, stainless steel wire mesh comes in two forms - It can either be thrown
externally over backpacks and bags, or it’s laminated between the fabric to form a stealth-like
portable safe. Both can be locked closed to form a 360° slashproof protective cell which locks to a
secure fixture.

eXomesh® slashguard
Bag slashers often like to target outside fabric panels of bags (front, bottom or side), which cause
valuables to fall out and into the palm of their hands. Our lightweight slashguard are built into (and
concealed) in the most commonly vulnerable areas of bag, protecting your gear from a quick slashand-run theft. Our new eXomesh® protection in our luggage extends the full length of the bag
protecting your gear from opportunistic theft or if it’s snagged by a conveyor belt or luggage handlers.

Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
Prevent pickpockets and bag snatchers by locking down zippers, slashguard anchor straps, locking
cables and /or attach your bag to a secure fixture with the new Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock.
The Roobar™ also allows multiple compartments to be locked together with a single padlock
(Intasafe™ Collection, Toursafe™ EXP, Venturesafe™ 45L, 55L and 65L).

Stainless steel locking cable
Lightweight, stainless steel locking cables lets you lock your bag to a secure fixture to prevent
thieves from running off with your bag.

Carrysafe® slashguard straps
Flexible, lightweight, stainless steel wire is integrated into our adjustable Carrysafe® straps making it
invisible to the eye, yet very effective at preventing bag slashers from slicing through and running off
with your gear.

RFIDsafe™ blocking pockets & material
Most passports, credit cards and ID cards now contain a RFID micro-chip. This chip contains all your
personal, sensitive information. Identity thieves are able to access this information from up to 10ft away
with the help of an RFID reader. Our award-winning RFIDsafe™ blocking material prevents your data
from falling into the wrong hands by blocking out virtually all transmissions between 10 MHz - 3 GHz,
which covers the radio frequency used in e-passports, credit cards / smart cards, and key cards.

Puncture resistant ToughZip™
Our puncture resistant ToughZip™ helps prevent pickpocket pilfering and forced entry into all our
new Toursafe™ luggage and Venturesafe™ travel pack collections with a ballpoint pen or similar
sharp object. It even helps to prevent unwanted items (such as contraband) being unknowingly put
inside your luggage.

Slashguard anchor strap
The slashguard anchor strap is fixed to bag and tucked away in its own special pocket. When pulled
out and engaged it can be used to attach to a secure fixture. Don’t worry it’s reinforced with stainless
steel wire so that it can’t be easily cut by a thief.

Interlocking zip pullers
New interlocking zip pullers ingeniously slide on top of one another and interconnect making it
making it harder for pickpockets to unzip your bag and whip out your valuables. When engaged with
the Roobar® even the most seasoned thieves will be left scratching their heads on how to unlock
your bag.

Turn & lock security hooks
These small smart devices pack a whole lot of intelligence. The hook unfastens so that you can
attach your bag to a secure fixture. What’s more, the smart hook has a special turning mechanism
which actually locks the hook in to place making it harder for a bag snatcher to make an easy
getaway.

Smart zipper security
Zipper pullers can be attached to discreet security hooks or placed under and through a hypalon tab
to prevent pickpockets reaching into your bag.

Dual release security buckles
This smart buckle has a dual release button in order to open and close
it. This new opening method confuses the unsuspecting thief who won’t
waste time trying to unfasten it. It also allows you to attach your bag to a
secure fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a palm at a beach adding
a further deterrent to opportunistic thieves.

Adventure
Travel
As you trek Bhutan, swim with sharks in
Cape Town, scale the karst limestone cliffs
of Yangshuo or get some shut eye on a train
down to Southern India, the last thing you
need, or want, is to be worried about your
gear. Our adventure travel gear is designed
and engineered to keep your valuables safe
from the prying hands of pickpockets, and
the “blink and you’ll miss ‘em” bag snatchers
and slashers. Get your adrenaline pumping
the right way and not from the anger and
frustration that comes from losing your
passport, camera or money.
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Take a load off while you flashpack or cruise through the mysterious Golden Triangle or discover
the hidden wonders of Africa with the new Toursafe™ AT luggage series. The puncture resistant
ToughZip™ protects your luggage against pilfering and forced entry by a ballpoint pen, while
eXomesh® protection deters against opportunistic thefts and prevents valuables falling out if your
luggage is damaged in transit. The soft-sided, semi-collapsible, secure luggage series comes in
a variety of lightweight sizes making it the perfect companion for those seeking peace of mind
on their next adventure.

toursafe™ AT key features:

Puncture resistant
Toughzip™ with T-bar zip
pullers

Drawstring compression
system

Strong and lightweight
reinforced aluminum mono
tube handle system

High performance wheels
with tread and protective
kick plate

toursafe™ AT21 wheeled carry-on #50100
Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh® slashguard (in all soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Lockable kissable zip sliders for TSA
padlock

• Front zippered compartment with
large zippered pocket (large enough
for a magazine, tablet, 13” laptop),
travel organiser pocket and 2
zippered mesh pockets for internal
organisation
• Main compartment with zippered
mesh pocket and zippered hanging
pocket
• Lightweight, durable EVA mold
backing
• Strong and lightweight reinforced
aluminum mono tube handle system
• Protective kick plate
• Drawstring compression system
for easy packing in the main
compartment with internal
compression straps
• Padded top and side haul handles
• Nylon webbing side compression
straps
• T-bar zip pullers for a strong, light and
easy grip
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Book style opening
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

specifications
• Materials: 420D Nylon square dobby,
600D Polyester molded EVA panel,
1680D Polyester on high wear points,
1000 mm PU coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 54.5 x 35.5
x 23 cm / 21.5 x 14 x 9 in
• Weight: 2.94 kg / 6 lbs 8 oz
• Volume: 42 L / 2562 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

Pacsafe® Adventure Travel Gear 2014 travelbook
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toursafe™ AT25 wheeled duffel #50120
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh slashguard (in all soft sided
panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Lockable kissable zip sliders for TSA
padlock

• Front zippered compartment with
zippered mesh pocket for internal
organisation
• Main compartment with zippered
mesh pocket and zippered hanging
pocket for increased organisation
• Lightweight, durable EVA mold
backing
• Strong and lightweight reinforced
aluminum mono tube handle system
• Protective kick plate
• Drawstring compression system for
easy packing in the main compartment
with internal compression straps
• Padded top and side haul handles
• Nylon webbing side compression
straps
• T-bar zip pullers for a strong, light and
easy grip
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Book style opening
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

®

specifications
• Materials: 420D Nylon square dobby,
600D Polyester molded EVA panel,
1680D Polyester on high wear points,
1000 mm PU coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
64 x 43 x 25 cm / 25.2 x 16.9 x 10 in
• Weight: 3.34 kg / 7 lbs 6 oz
• Volume: 73 L / 4454 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

toursafe™ AT29 wheeled duffel #50140
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Black
100

additional features

• eXomesh slashguard (in all soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Lockable kissable zip sliders for TSA
padlock

• Front zippered compartment with
zippered mesh pocket for internal
organisation
• Main compartment with zippered
mesh pocket and zippered hanging
pocket for increased organisation
• Lightweight, durable EVA mold
backing
• Strong and lightweight reinforced
aluminum mono tube handle system
• Protective kick plate
• Drawstring compression system
for easy packing in the main
compartment with internal
compression straps
• Padded top and side haul handles
• Nylon webbing side compression
straps
• T-bar zip pullers for a strong, light and
easy grip
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Book style opening
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

specifications
• Materials: 420D Nylon square dobby,
600D Polyester molded EVA panel,
1680D Polyester on high wear points,
1000 mm PU coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
74 x 48 x 27 cm / 29.1 x 18.9 x 11 in
• Weight: 3.86 kg / 8 lbs 8 oz
• Volume: 96 L / 5857 in3

Pacsafe® Adventure Travel Gear 2014 travelbook
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Navy Blue
606

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

Outsmart pickpockets with

puncture resistant ToughZip™
Our puncture resistant ToughZip™ helps prevent pickpocket pilfering and forced entry into all our new Toursafe™ luggage
and Venturesafe™ travel pack collections with a ballpoint pen or similar sharp object. It even helps to prevent unwanted
items (such as contraband) being unknowingly put inside your luggage.

PICKPOCKET
HOTSPOTS*
Pickpockets can strike anywhere at
any time. Be prepared and stay alert
especially when visiting these cities.
1. Barcelona, Spain
2. Rome, Italy
3. Prague, Czech Republic
4. Madrid, Spain
5. Paris, France
6. Florence, Italy
7. Buenos Aires, Argentina
8. Amsterdam, Netherlands
9. Athens, Greece
10. London, England

*As per Tripadvisor's travellers and editor list, 2010

Get lost and discover the unfamiliar with the new Toursafe™ EXP luggage series. Whether you’re
headed to untapped Burma or exploring the exotic tropics of Malaysia, this new series meets all your
rugged needs and more. Each of our wheeled gear bags has been designed with your adventure in
mind, from high performance tread wheels, reinforced handles, bumpers and kick plate to security
such as, interlocking zipper pullers, slashguard and the new innovative Roobar™ which allows you to
lock your case to a secure fixture - just think, no sleeping with 1 eye open on India’s notorious sleeper
trains or playing tag team night watchman with your travel companion. With the Toursafe™ EXP
collection, your senses focus on the exciting journey that lays ahead, not your gear.

toursafe™ EXP key features:

Roobar™ anti-theft anchor
lock and interlocking zip
pullers

Stainless steel locking cable
with storage pouch

Strong and lightweight
reinforced aluminum handle
system

High ground clearance
performance wheels with
tread and protective kick
plate

toursafe™ EXP21 wheeled carry-on #50160
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Black
100

additional features

• eXomesh slashguard (in all soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• 3mm stainless steel locking cable
with storage pouch
• Interlocking zip pullers

• Front zippered compartment with large
zippered pocket (large enough for a
magazine, tablet, 13” laptop), travel
organiser pocket and 2 zippered mesh
pockets for internal organisation
• Main compartment with zippered
mesh pocket for increased
organisation
• Lightweight, durable EVA mold
backing laminated with 840D Nylon
• Reinforced rugged aluminum handle
system
• High ground clearance performance
wheels with tread
• Protective rails, kick plate and corner
bumpers
• Only 1 padlock required to lock and
secure multiple compartments with the
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• Flap cover to disguise locking system
and temporary hold for jacket
• Padded top and side haul handles
• Nylon webbing side and internal
compression straps
• Webbing loops for attachments and tie
down points
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

specifications

Pacsafe® Adventure Travel Gear 2014 travelbook
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anti-theft features
®
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Navy Blue
606

• Materials: 420D nylon 3-line rip-stop,
840D Nylon, 1000 mm PU coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 54.5 x 35.5
x 24.2 cm / 21.5 x 13,9 x 9.5 in
• Weight: 3.70 kg / 8 lbs 2 oz (weight
includes locking cable)
• Volume: 41.5 L / 2532 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

toursafe™ EXP29 wheeled gear bag #50180
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh slashguard (in all soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• 3mm stainless steel locking cable
with storage pouch
• Interlocking zip pullers

• Front zippered compartment with 2
zippered mesh pockets for internal
organisation and zippered access to
main compartment
• Main compartment with 3 zippered
mesh pockets for increased
organisation
• Lightweight, durable EVA mold
backing laminated with 840D Nylon
• Reinforced rugged aluminum handle
system
• High ground clearance performance
wheels with tread
• Protective rails, kick plate and corner
bumpers
• Only 1 padlock required to lock and
secure multiple compartments with the
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• Flap cover to disguise locking system
and temporary hold for jacket
• Padded top and side haul handles
• Nylon webbing side and internal
compression straps
• Webbing loops for attachments and tie
down points
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

®

specifications
• Materials: 420D nylon 3-line rip-stop,
840D Nylon, 1000 mm PU coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 74 x 39 		
x 30,4 cm / 29.1 x 15.4 x 12 in
• Weight: 4.50 kg / 9 lbs 14 oz (weight
includes locking cable)
• Volume: 83 L / 5064 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

toursafe™ EXP34 wheeled gear bag #50200
Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh slashguard (in all soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• 3mm stainless steel locking cable
with storage pouch
• Interlocking zip pullers

• Front zippered compartment with 2
zippered mesh pockets for internal
organisation and zippered access to
main compartment
• Main compartment with 3 zippered
mesh pockets for increased
organisation
• Lightweight, durable EVA mold
backing laminated with 840D Nylon
• Reinforced rugged aluminum handle
system
• High ground clearance performance
wheels with tread
• Protective rails, kick plate and corner
bumpers
• Only 1 padlock required to lock and
secure multiple compartments with the
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• Flap cover to disguise locking system
and temporary hold for jacket
• Padded top and side haul handles
• Nylon webbing side and internal
compression straps
• Webbing loops for attachments and tie
down points
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

®

specifications
• Materials: 420D nylon 3-line rip-stop,
840D Nylon, 1000 mm PU coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 86 x 41 		
x 30,4 cm / 33.9 x 16.1 x 12 in
• Weight: 5.0 kg / 11 lbs (weight
includes locking cable)
• Volume: 106 L / 6468.12 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.
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Got your Eurail pass in hand and ready to hop, skip and jump around Europe? Are you tempted by
the mysterious allure of the East and plan on losing yourself in the tropics? Or perhaps it’s the call
of Africa that beckons you and their eco-tourism initiatives? Whatever your plan maybe, the new
Pacsafe Venturesafe™ Travel Pack series was developed to take a load off your mind, while the
lightweight features help lighten the load on your back. Not only do you get everything you’d come
to expect from a reliable travel backpack - ergonomic design and an easy to adjust suspension
system, large spacious compartments with internal organisation, durable material with extra
attachment points – but you also get all the security features you’ve come to expect from Pacsafe.
That’s right, our travel backpacks come with puncture resistant ToughZip™ technology, built-in
lightweight eXomesh® slashguard as well as a locking cable that allows you to secure your backpack
to a fixture and lock it down with the new Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock.

venturesafe™ 45L GII travel pack #60320
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•

• Front zippered compartment with
large zippered pocket for internal
organisation (large enough for a
magazine, tablet, 13” laptop, travel
organiser) and 2 zippered mesh
pockets for small items
• Main compartment with zippered
mesh pocket for internal organisation
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Meets most major airline maximum
carry-on standards
• Padded adjustable shoulder straps,
sternum strap and waist belt (can be
stowed away for protection in transit)
• Comfortable molded EVA backing with
air flow channels
• Only 1 padlock required to lock and
secure multiple compartments with the
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• Top and side haul handles
• Internal and side compression straps
• Book style opening (main compartment)
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip
• Map print liner

eXomesh slashguard
Puncture resistant ToughZip™
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
3mm stainless steel locking cable
with storage pouch
• Interlocking zip pullers
®

specifications
• Materials: (outer fabric) 420D 3-line
ripstop, 840D Nylon, 1000 mm PU
coating. (liner fabric) 200D Polyester
1000 mm PU coating with map print
• Dimensions (H x W x D):
56 x 35.5 x 23 cm / 22 x 14 x 9.1 in
• Weight: 1.34 kg / 2 lbs 15 oz
• Volume: 45 L / 2745 in3

Pacsafe® Adventure Travel Gear 2014 travelbook

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.
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Outsmart pickpockets & bag snatchers with

Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
Prevent pickpockets and bag snatchers by locking down zippers, slashguard anchor straps, locking cables and /or
attach your bag to a secure fixture with the new Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock. The Roobar™ also allows multiple
compartments to be locked together with a single padlock (Intasafe™ Collection, Toursafe™ EXP,
Venturesafe™ 45L, 55L and 65L).

venturesafe™ 55L GII (W) travel pack

#60340

outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•

• Front zippered compartment with 2
zippered mesh pockets for internal
organisation
• Main compartment with 2 zippered
mesh pockets for increased
organisation
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Lightweight, ergonomic aluminum
internal frame offers increased
balance and support
• Easy-to-use, adjustable back harness
system with 5 height settings
(35.5 - 48 cm / 14 - 19 inches)
• Contoured shoulder strap and waist
harness shape and design suited for
women
• Padded adjustable shoulder straps,
sternum strap and waist belt
• YKK zip-away harness system to
protect straps in transit
• Comfortable molded EVA backing
with air flow channels
• Only 1 padlock required to lock and
secure multiple compartments with
the Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• Flap cover to disguise locking system
and temporary hold for jacket
• Top and side haul handles
• Internal and side compression straps
• Bottom straps to attach sleeping bag
or mat
• Side water bottle pockets
• Key / wallet clip
• Map print liner

eXomesh slashguard
Puncture resistant ToughZip™
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
3mm stainless steel locking cable with
storage pouch
• Interlocking zip pullers
®

specifications
• Materials: (outer fabric) 420D 3-line
ripstop, 840D Nylon, 1000 mm PU
coating. (liner fabric) 200D Polyester
1000 mm PU coating with map print
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 68 x 36 		
x 30 cm / 26.8 x 14.2 x 11.8 in
• Weight: 2.16 kg / 4 lbs 12 oz
• Volume: 55 L / 3356 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

venturesafe™ 65L GII travel pack #60360
Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•

• Front zippered compartment with 2
zippered mesh pockets for internal
organisation
• Main compartment with large
zippered mesh pockets for increased
organisation
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Lightweight, ergonomic aluminum
internal frame offers increased balance
and support
• Easy-to-use, adjustable back harness
system with 5 height settings 		
(40.5 - 53 cm / 16 - 21 inches)
• Padded adjustable shoulder straps,
sternum strap and waist belt
• YKK zip-away harness system to
protect straps in transit
• Comfortable molded EVA backing with
air flow channels
• Only 1 padlock required to lock and
secure multiple compartments with the
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• Flap cover to disguise locking system
and temporary hold for jacket
• Top and side haul handles
• Internal and side compression straps
• Bottom straps to attach sleeping bag
or mat
• Side water bottle pockets
• Key / wallet clip
• Map print liner

eXomesh® slashguard
Puncture resistant ToughZip™
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
3mm stainless steel locking cable
with storage pouch
• Interlocking zip pullers

specifications
• Materials: (outer fabric) 420D 3-line
ripstop, 840D Nylon, 1000 mm PU
coating. (liner fabric) 200D Polyester
1000 mm PU coating with map print
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 74 x 38 		
x 31 cm / 29.1 x 15 x 12.2 in
• Weight: 2.41 kg / 5 lbs 5 oz
• Volume: 65 L / 3966 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.
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Go wild and get off the beaten track with the fresh Venturesafe™ GII series. Rugged and functional.
Sporty and slim. Versatile and lightweight. The adventure series has it all and more including
Carrysafe® slashproof straps, eXomesh® slashguard and smart zipper security, as well as a lightweight
dual release security buckle so that bags can be strapped around and to a secure fixture. The
RFIDsafe™ integrated blocking pocket serves to stop unwanted eyes scanning, downloading and
misusing your personal information. Fresh outdoor-inspired colours along with added security means
you can make a bold statement, yet stay safe in the knowledge that your gear’s secure.

venturesafe™ 100 GII hip pack #60140
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Map printed liner
• Zippered main compartment with
mesh zip pocket
• Zippered front pack
• Phone pocket
• Key / wallet ring
• Pen holder

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder/hip strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
15.5 x 24 x 8 cm / 6.1 x 9.4 x 3.1 in
• Weight: 260 g / 9.2 oz
• Volume: 3 L / 183 in3
• Strap length max: 115 cm / 45.3 in
• Strap length min: 82.6 cm / 32.5 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

venturesafe™ 150 GII cross body pack #60160
outsmart thieves,
strap slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Map printed liner
• Roomy zippered main compartment
for guidebook, tickets, passport and
more
• Small front zippered pocket for coins
and receipts
• Zippered front pocket for electronic
gadgets
• Key / wallet ring
• Pen holder
• Padded adjustable cross-body strap

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
17 x 32 x 6 cm / 6.7 x 12.6 x 2.4 in
• Weight: 340 g / 12 oz
• Volume: 2.2 L / 134 in3
• Strap length max: 147 cm / 57.9 in
• Strap length min: 101.6 cm / 40 in
Pacsafe® Adventure Travel Gear 2014 travelbook
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Navy Blue
606

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

venturesafe™ 200 GII travel bag #60180
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
29 x 22 x 10 cm / 11.4 x 8.7 x 3.9 in
• Weight: 330 g / 11.6 oz
• Volume: 4.2 L / 256 in3
• Strap length max: 152 cm / 59.8 in
• Strap length min: 90 cm / 35.4 in

Map printed liner
Zippered main compartment
Zippered front compartment
Internal padded iPad® / tablet
compatible sleeve
• Phone pocket
• Key / wallet ring
• Pen holder

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

venturesafe™ 300 GII vertical travel bag #60200
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

anti-theft features
•
•
•
•
•

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
36 x 25 x 14.5 cm / 14.2 x 9.8 x 5.7 in
• Weight: 520 g / 1 lb 2.3 oz
• Volume: 9 L / 549 in3
• Strap length max: 142 cm / 55.9 in
• Strap length min: 86 cm / 33.9 in

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

additional features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Map printed liner
Zippered main compartment
Internal padded iPad® / tablet sleeve
Zippered front compartment
Phone pocket
Key / wallet ring
2 side stretch water bottle / umbrella
pockets
• Comfortable shoulder strap
• Pen holder

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

venturesafe™ 325 GII cross body pack #60220
Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Map printed liner
• Zippered main compartment for iPad®
/ tablet, guidebook and more
• Zippered front compartment
• Zippered internal lining pocket in main
compartment
• Internal padded iPad® / tablet
compatible sleeve
• Padded adjustable cross-body strap
• Key / wallet ring
• Pen holder

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
41 x 23 x 9 cm / 16.14 x 9.06 x 3.54 in
• Weight: 460 g / 16.2 oz
• Volume: 6 L / 366 in3
• Strap length max: 137 cm / 53.9 in
• Strap length min: 101.6 cm / 40 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.
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venturesafe™ 350 GII shoulder bag #60240
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag slashers

Black
100

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Map printed liner
• Zippered main compartment
• Internal padded iPad® / tablet / 13”
MacBook® compatible sleeve
• Zippered front pocket
• Phone pocket
• Key / wallet ring
• 2 side stretch water bottle / umbrella
pockets
• Comfortable shoulder strap
• Pen holder

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
30 x 38 x 15.5 cm/ 11.8 x 15 x 6.1 in
• Weight: 650 g / 1 lb 6.9 oz
• Volume: 11 L / 671 in3
• Strap length max: 140 cm / 55.1 in
• Strap length min: 86 cm / 33.9 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

venturesafe™ 10L GII front pack #60260
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Map printed liner
• Zippered main compartment with
large zippered mesh pocket
• Internal padded iPad® / tablet
compatible sleeve
• Zippered front compartment with
mesh pocket for small items
• Can be worn as a front pack or
backpack
• Padded adjustable shoulder straps
• Comfortable molded EVA backing
with air flow channels
• 2 side stretch water bottle / umbrella
pockets
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashguard shoulder straps
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckles
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
35 x 32 x 11 cm / 13.8 x 12.6 x 4.3 in
• Weight: 580 g / 1 lbs 4 oz
• Volume: 10 L / 610 in3

Pacsafe® Adventure Travel Gear 2014 travelbook
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and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.
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smart combination
Looking for some extra length? Then let our strap extenders lend you a
helping hand.
Strap Extender (2.5 x 25 cm / 1 x 10 in) #15380
• Fits Camsafe® V2 / V3 / V11 and Venturesafe™ 200 / 10L

Strap Extender (3.8 x 25 cm / 1.5 x 10 in) #15400

• Fits Camsafe® V5 / V8 / V12 / V16 and Venturesafe™ 100 / 150 / 300 / 325

*sold separately.

Black
100

venturesafe™ 15L GII day pack #60280
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Map printed liner
• Zippered main compartment
• Internal padded 13” MacBook®
compatible sleeve
• Padded adjustable shoulder straps
and sternum strap
• Molded foam back support
• 2 side stretch water bottle / umbrella
pockets
• 3L hydration pack compartment
• Key / wallet ring
• Pen holder

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof backpack straps
Smart zipper security
Turn & lock security hook
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
45 x 26 x 16 cm / 17.7 x 10.2 x 6.3 in
• Weight: 600 g / 1 lb 5 oz
• Volume: 15 L / 915 in3

Patented in: Australia 2007203375;
Europe (EPO), France, Netherlands,
and UK EP1688059 & EP1941812;
Germany EP1688059 & EP1941812 /
DE6020070138620; Italy, Ireland, Switzerland
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8267290 &
8365365. Additional patents pending.

venturesafe™ 25L GII day pack #60300
Black
100

Navy Blue
606

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Map printed liner
• Zippered main compartment
• Internal padded 15” MacBook®
compatible sleeve
• Zippered front compartment
• Padded adjustable shoulder straps
• Sternum and waist straps
• Side compression straps
• Phone pocket
• 2 side stretch water bottle / umbrella
pockets
• Waist strap
• Molded foam back support
• 3L hydration pack compartment
• Key / wallet ring
• Pen holder

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof backpack straps
Smart zipper security
Turn & lock security hook
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
50 x 29 x 20 cm / 19.7 x 11.4 x 7.9 in
• Weight: 700 g / 1 lb 8.7 oz
• Volume: 25 L / 1525 in3

Patented in: Australia 2007203375;
Europe (EPO), France, Netherlands,
and UK EP1688059 & EP1941812;
Germany EP1688059 & EP1941812 /
DE6020070138620; Italy, Ireland, Switzerland
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8267290 &
8365365. Additional patents pending.

Outsmart thieves & bag snatchers with

turn & lock security hooks
These small smart devices pack a whole lot of intelligence. The hook unfastens so that you can attach your bag to a
secure fixture. What’s more, the smart hook has a special turning mechanism which actually locks the hook into place
making it harder for a bag snatcher to make an easy getaway.

Pacsafe® Adventure Travel Gear 2014 travelbook
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The Camsafe® Venture series has been designed for the photography enthusiast, traveller and semi-pro
photographer in mind. Each one has been created to ensure you don’t look like a tourist (its a camera
bag that doesn't look like a camera bag!) The fresh design and durable fabrics stand up to rugged
adventure trips and off the beaten track holidays, while innovative anti-theft features including an
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket work hard to outsmart those looking to steal your gear and memories.

camsafe® V2 camera holster #15100
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•

• Fits mirrorless compact system
cameras with standard mounted lens
• Zippered padded main compartment
with soft, brushed Polyester lining
• Dual wear – can be worn around the
waist or across the body
• Hideaway rain cover built into lid
• Removable, padded, modular Velcro®
divider
• Top zippered compartment with
zippered mesh pocket and 2 pockets
for phone and / or cards
• Removable, adjustable strap
• Belt loop

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashguard shoulder strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
19 x 16 x 10 cm / 7.5 x 6.3 x 3.9 in
• Weight: 300 g / 10.6 oz
• Volume: 2 L / 122 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

camsafe® V3 camera top loader bag #15120
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Fits most DLSR cameras with short to
mid range mounted lens
• Quick access dual zippered padded
main compartment with lockable
boomerang handle
• Padded, modular Velcro® divider
• Front zippered travel organiser pocket
with SD card holder and mesh slip
pocket
• Hideaway rain cover built into base
pocket
• Comfortable adjustable strap with
padded shoulder pad
• Key / wallet ring
• Pen holder

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

Pacsafe® Adventure Travel Gear 2014 travelbook
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Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
22 x 17 x 11 cm / 8.7 x 6.7 x 4.3 in
• Weight: 380 g / 13.4 oz
• Volume: 3L / 183 in3
• Strap length max: 150 cm / 59.1 in
• Strap length min: 92 cm / 36.2 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

camsafe® V5 camera cross body & hip pack #15140
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Fits mirrorless compact system
camera with standard mounted lens
and extra lens
• Quick access dual zippered padded
main compartment with boomerang
handle
• Zippered padded main compartment
with soft, brushed Polyester lining
• Zippered front compartment with RFID
blocking passport pocket, phone
pocket, card slots and zippered mesh
pocket for small items
• Dual wear – can be worn around the
waist or across the body
• Removable, padded, modular Velcro®
dividers
• Padded sleeve in main compartment
fits iPad® mini
• Hideaway rain cover built into bottom
of back panel
• Comfortable, adjustable strap, padded
carry handle
• Comfortable EVA molded back
support with air flow channels
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashguard shoulder/hip strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford / 210
denier nylon 3 line ripstop, PU1000mm
coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
18 x 28 x 13 cm / 7.1 x 11 x 5.1 in
• Weight: 460 g / 1 lbs 0.2 oz
• Volume: 5 L / 305 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

camsafe® V8 camera shoulder bag #15160
Black
100

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Fits most DSLR cameras (e.g. up to
Canon 5D) with mounted lens and
extra lens
• Quick access dual zippered padded
main compartment with boomerang
handle
• Padded, modular Velcro® dividers
– can remove to convert to 8L travel
bag
• Hideaway rain cover built into base
pocket
• Rear iPad® / tablet compatible pocket
• Comfortable adjustable strap,
padded shoulder pad and padded
carry handle
• Front zippered travel organiser pocket
• Side stretch pockets for water bottle

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
32 x 24 x 13.5 cm / 12.6 x 9.4 x 5.3 in
• Weight: 640 g / 1 lb 6.6 oz
• Volume: 8 L / 488 in3
• Strap length max: 150 cm / 59.1 in
• Strap length min: 92 cm / 36.2 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

Outsmart thieves & bag snatchers with

dual release security buckle
This smart buckle has a dual release button in order to open and close it. This new opening method confuses the
unsuspecting thief who won’t waste time trying to unfasten it. It also allows you to attach your bag to a secure fixture, be
it the leg of a table or around a palm at a beach adding a further deterrent to opportunistic thieves.
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camsafe® V11 camera front pack #15180
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Fits small to mid-sized DLSR cameras
(e.g up to Canon 600D) or mirrorless
compact system cameras with
standard mounted lens and extra lens
• Removable, padded camera
compartment with padded, modular
Velcro® dividers, zippered lid and soft,
brushed, Polyester lining
• Roomy, top zippered main
compartment with internal
organisation, zippered mesh pocket for
small items, RFID blocking passport
pocket, phone pocket and 2 SD card
pockets – drawstring inner divider
opens to transform into 1 large 11.5L
compartment
• Can be worn as a front pack or
backpack
• Hideaway rain cover built into bottom
of back panel
• Rear, secure, zippered sleeve fits iPad®
/ tablet
• Comfortable, adjustable shoulder
straps and padded carry handle
• Comfortable EVA molded back
support with air flow channels
• 2 side stretch pockets for water bottle
/ compact umbrella
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof straps
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
34 x 31 x 14 cm / 13.4 x 12.2 x 5.5 in
• Weight: 900 g / 1 lbs 15.7 oz
• Volume: 11.5 L / 701 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

camsafe® V12 camera sling bag #15200
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh slashguard (not in the
expandable section)
• Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
• Smart zipper security
• Dual release security buckle
• RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

• Fits most DSLR cameras (e.g. up to
Canon 5D) with mounted lens and
extra lens
• Removable padded camera
compartment with padded, modular
Velcro® dividers – remove to convert
to 12-14L travel bag
• Versatile camera compartment can
be fixed to either end of bag allowing
for space optimization and weight
distribution
• Zippered expandable main
compartment – adds 15% volume if
required
• Internal iPad® / tablet compatible
pocket
• Front zippered travel organiser pocket
• Side stretch pockets for water bottle
• Comfortable adjustable strap, padded
shoulder pad

®
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Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
28 x 54 x 15 cm / 11 x 21.3 x 5.9 in
• Volume: 12 L + 2 L / 732 in3 +
122 in3
• Weight: 740 g / 1 lb 10.1 oz
• Strap length max: 122 cm / 48 in
• Strap length min: 76 cm / 29.9 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

camsafe® V16 camera slingpack #15220
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Storm Grey
Storm
Grey
111

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Fits most DSLR cameras (e.g. up to
Canon 5D) with mounted lens and
extra lens
• Removable padded camera
compartment with padded, modular
Velcro® dividers
• Roomy, top zippered main
compartment for jacket and/or travel
items – draw string inner divider
opens to transform into one large 16L
compartment
• Secure, zippered side compartment
for quick and easy “sling and shoot”
camera access
• Hideaway rain cover built in to base
pocket
• Rear secure, zippered sleeve fits (up
to) 13” MacBook® or 3L hydration
bladder (with hydration port)
• Front zippered travel organiser pocket
• Side compression strap and stretch
pocket for water bottle or tripod
• Comfortable padded adjustable
shoulder strap and carry handle
• Adjustable/removable stabilizer strap
• Comfortable, EVA molded back
support

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
46 x 25.5 x 20 cm / 18.1 x 10 x 7.9 in
• Volume: 16 L / 976 in3
• Weight: 980 g / 2 lb 2.6 oz

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

camsafe® V25 camera backpack #15240
Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Fits most DSLR cameras (e.g. up to
Canon 5D) with mounted lens and
1-2 extra lens
• Removable padded camera
compartment with padded, modular
Velcro® dividers
• Roomy, top zippered main
compartment for jacket and/or travel
items – draw string inner divider
opens to transform into one large 25L
compartment
• Secure, zippered side compartment
for easy one shoulder “sling and
shoot” camera access
• Camera compartment opens up
completely for full view access to
additional lenses/camera gear
• Hideaway rain cover built in to base
pocket
• Rear secure, zippered sleeve fits (up
to) 15” MacBook® or 3L hydration
bladder (with hydration port)
• Front zippered travel organiser pocket
• Side compression strap and stretch
pocket for water bottle or tripod
• Comfortable padded adjustable
shoulder straps and carry handle
• Adjustable /removable waist strap
and sternum strap
• Comfortable, EVA molded back
support

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof backpack straps
Smart zipper security
Turn & lock security hook
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: 400 denier nylon oxford
/ 210 denier nylon 3 line ripstop,
PU1000mm coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
51 x 30 x 22 cm / 20.1 x 11.8 x 8.7 in
• Volume: 25 L / 1525 in3
• Weight: 1.06 kg / 2 lb 5.4 oz

Patented in: Australia 2007203375;
Europe (EPO), France, Netherlands
and UK EP1688059 & EP1941812;
Germany EP1688059 & EP1941812 /
DE6020070138620; Italy, Ireland, Switzerland
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8267290.
Additional patents pending.
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pacsafe® C25L camera bag protector #15300
pacsafe® C35L camera bag protector #15320
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

N/A
999

anti-theft features

additional features

• 360° eXomesh locking system
• Locks closed and locks to fixture

• Folds small (H x W x D): 		
8 x 20 x 8 cm / 3 x 8 x 3 in
• Padlock and 3 keys included
• Storage pouch with bag attachment
points included

®

specifications
• Materials: High-tensile stainless steel
wire
Pacsafe C25L:
• Volume: 25L / 1525 in3
• Weight: 400 g / 14.1 oz

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO),
Ireland, Netherlands and UK EP0878143;
Germany DE69803812.6 / EP878143; USA
6026662 & 6244081.

Pacsafe C35L:
• Volume: 35L / 2135 in3
• Weight: 499 g / 1 lb 1.6 oz

pacsafe® C25L stealth camera bag protector and cover #15340
pacsafe® C35L stealth camera bag protector and cover #15360
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

anti-theft features

additional features

• 360° eXomesh® locking system
• Locks closed and locks to fixture

• Laminated water resistant cover
• Folds small (H x W x D):
11 x 23 x 11 cm / 4.3 x 9.1 x 4.3 in
• Padlock and 3 keys included
• Storage pouch with bag attachment
points included

specifications
• Materials: 210D nylon, high-tensile
stainless steel wire
Pacsafe C25L Stealth:
• Volume: 25L / 1525 in3
• Weight: 576 g / 1 lbs 4.3 oz
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Black
100

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO),
Ireland, Netherlands and UK EP0878143;
Germany DE69803812.6 / EP878143; USA
6026662 & 6244081.

carrysafe®100 camera strap #15260
outsmart thieves
& strap slashers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Carrysafe slashproof strap
• Turn & lock security hooks

• Non-slip, movable neck pad
• Universal webbing connectors fit
most cameras and binoculars
• Spring-loaded metal clips with
locking mechanism allows strap to
be quickly clipped to the camera
case without removing webbing
connectors from camera
• Neoprene sleeves cover joining clips
for maximum camera protection and
security
• Minimal branding doesn’t draw
attention to camera

®

specifications
• Materials: nylon, neoprene padding,
high-tensile stainless steel wire
• Width: 1.8 cm / 0.7 in
• Weight: 126 g / 4.4 oz
• Detachable Strap length max:
113 cm / 44.5 in
• Detachable Strap length min: 		
77 cm / 30.3 in

Patented in: USA 8365365. Additional patents
pending.

carrysafe®150 sling camera strap #15280
Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Carrysafe® slashproof strap

• Suitable for most DSLR cameras
with tripod screw housing on base
• 360° degree rotating camera lug
with screw for safety, security and
convenience
• Secondary retention webbing
attachment for additional safety and
security for camera
• Free moving slider for quick action
shots
• Ergonomic boomerang shaped
padded shoulder strap with in-built
stretch sleeves for storage of lens
cap, SD/Flash card, and lens cloth
• Adjustable strap

specifications
• Materials: 210 denier nylon 3 line
ripstop with PU1000mm coating,
150D 2-way stretch polyester
• Dimensions (at widest point of
shoulder strap): 10.5 cm / 4.13 in
• Weight: 160 g / 5.6 oz
• Strap length max: 146 cm / 57.48 in
• Strap length min: 104 cm / 40.94 in
• Maximum bearing load: 5 kg

Patents pending.

Outsmart bag snatchers & slashers with our
®

360˚ eXomesh locking system
Our patented, flexible, stainless steel wire mesh comes in two forms - it can either be thrown externally over
backpacks and bags, or it’s laminated between the fabric to form a stealth-like portable safe. Both can be locked
closed to form a 360° slashproof protective cell which locks to a secure fixture.
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Urban Travel
As we take on the concrete jungle, we’re
constantly on the move and connected.
From the daily commute and power lunches
with colleagues, to dinner & drinks on
the town and business trips away, there’s
no escaping the expensive gadgets and
sensitive, personal and corporate information
we carry on us everyday. Yet, for all the
bright lights and buzz of the city, there’s also
an unfortunate underbelly of opportunistic
thieves who are more than happy to help
themselves to your gear. With that in mind,
each of our Urban bags, briefs and packs are
designed to not only be your essential daily
companion, they’re also designed to protect
your assets from shady characters looking 		
to lighten your load and your bank account.

The new Intasafe™ series is the quintessential travel bag about town. Designed for the modern,
mobile and connected traveller it will help you navigate your way through the concrete jungle and
beyond. The Intasafe™ is slick, rugged and comes equipped with lux, quilted, padded, internal
organisation to keep everything you need, exactly where you need it. Built-in anti-theft features
such as the new Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock allows you to lock your gear to a secure fixture,
the RFIDsafe™ pocket protects personal information on your bank and credit cards and eXomesh®
slashguard discreetly work to protect your must-have, state-of-the-art electronics from potential street
smart city bag slashers.

intasafe™ Z100 cross body pack #25100
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag snatchers

Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Front, quick access, zippered
compartment
• Main compartment with zippered
lining pocket, RFID blocking passport
pocket, phone pocket and zippered
mesh pocket for small items
• Padded iPad® / tablet sleeve in main
compartment
• Padded, adjustable shoulder strap
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashguard strap
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
Interlocking zip pullers
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) 70D nylon ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
21 x 33 x 7.5 cm / 8.3 x 13 x 3 in
• Weight: 500 g / 1 lbs 1.6 oz
• Volume: 7 L / 427 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

intasafe™ Z200 compact travel bag #25120
Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Front, quick access, zippered
compartment
• Main compartment with zippered
lining pocket, RFID blocking passport
pocket, phone pocket, zippered mesh
pocket for small items and 4 card slots
• Padded iPad® / tablet sleeve in main
compartment
• Padded, adjustable shoulder strap
• Top carry handle
• 2 low profile expandable water bottle /
compact umbrella pockets
• Pen holders
• Key / wallet clip

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashguard strap
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
Interlocking zip pullers
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) 70D nylon ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D):
30 x 22 x 10 cm / 11.8 x 8.7 x 3.9 in
• Weight: 700 g / 1 lbs 8.7 oz
• Volume: 9 L / 549 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.
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intasafe™ Z300 tote bag #25140
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag snatchers

Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Front, quick access, zippered
compartment
• Main compartment with zippered
lining pocket, RFID blocking passport
pocket, phone pocket, 2 zippered
mesh pockets and 4 card slots
• Padded iPad® / tablet sleeve and
13” MacBook® sleeve in main
compartment
• Padded, adjustable shoulder strap
(can be stowed away when not in use)
• Top tote carry handles
• 2 low profile expandable water bottle /
compact umbrella pockets
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashguard strap
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
Interlocking zip pullers
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) 70D nylon ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 38.5 x 28 x
12 cm / 15.2 x 11 x 4.7 in
• Weight: 960 g / 2 lbs 1.9 oz
• Volume: 15 L / 915 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

intasafe™ Z400 shoulder bag #25160
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag snatchers

Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Front, quick access, zippered
compartment
• Main compartment with zippered
lining pocket, RFID blocking passport
pocket, phone pocket, 2 x zippered
mesh pockets and 4 card slots
• Padded iPad® / tablet sleeve and
15” MacBook® sleeve in main
compartment
• Padded, adjustable shoulder strap
• Top carry handles
• Zippered rear sleeve for attaching to
luggage
• 2 low profile expandable water bottle /
compact umbrella pockets
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashguard strap
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
Interlocking zip pullers
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
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• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) 70D nylon ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 29 x 40.5 		
x 14 cm / 11.4 x 15.9 x 5.5 in
• Weight: 1.10 kg / 2 lbs 6.8 oz
• Volume: 19 L / 1159 in3
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Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

intasafe™ Z500 backpack #25180
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag snatchers

Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Front, quick access, zippered
compartment
• Main compartment with 2 zippered
lining pockets, RFID blocking passport
pocket, phone pocket, zippered mesh
pocket and 4 card slots
• Padded iPad® / tablet sleeve and
15” MacBook® sleeve in main
compartment
• Padded, adjustable backpack straps
• Top carry handle
• 2 low profile expandable water bottle /
compact umbrella pockets
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashguard strap
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
Slashguard anchor strap
Interlocking zip pullers
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) 70D nylon ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
46 x 30 x 15 cm / 18.1 x 11.8 x 5.9 in
• Weight: 1.25 kg / 2 lbs 12.1 oz
• Volume: 23 L / 1403 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

intasafe™ Z600 weekender duffel #25200
Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh® slashguard 		
(front pockets only)
• Carrysafe® slashguard strap
• Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock
• Interlocking zip pullers
• Smart zipper security

• 2 front, quick access, zippered
pockets with stretchable mesh sleeves
• Roomy, main compartment with mesh
pocket for internal organisation
• Padded, adjustable shoulder strap
• Top and side carry handles
• Rear sleeve for attaching to luggage
• Key / wallet clip

specifications
• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) 70D nylon ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D):
28 x 52 x 33 cm / 11 x 20.5 x 13 in
• Weight: 970 g / 2 lbs 2.2 oz
• Volume: 42 L / 2562 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.
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For the young, street smart, upwardly mobile urbanite who wants to be seen but not seen to be
trying. Searching to make his mark in an overcomplicated world he finds reassurance in going back
to his roots. Simple understated styling injected with a dose of laissez faire edginess. The Z-series™
answers his call with a tough outer canvas fabric that masks an even tougher, slashproof eXomesh®
cage system. The patented mesh weave imprint and retro old school touchpoints call back to
Pacsafe’s unique heritage.

Z-28 urban backpack #25220
outsmart thieves
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

• 360° eXomesh locking system
• Locks closed and locks to fixture

• Water resistant construction
• Removable 15” MacBook® and iPad®
/ tablet compatible sleeve
• Large main compartment
• Zippered top compartment with wallet
/ key ring
• Internal zippered pocket
• Padded back support
• Padded adjustable shoulder straps
• Sternum and waist straps
• Side compression straps
• Name and address inside label

®

specifications
• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) 400D nylon oxford with
2PU and 70D nylon ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
53 x 33 x 17 cm / 20.9 x 13 x 6.7 in
• Weight: 1500 g / 3 lb 5 oz
• Volume: 28 L / 1708 in3
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Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO),
Germany, Ireland, Netherlands and UK
EP878143; Germany DE69803812.6; USA
6026662 & 6244081.
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Outsmart bag snatchers & slashers with our
®

360˚ eXomesh locking system
Our patented, flexible, stainless steel wire mesh comes in two forms - it can either be thrown externally over
backpacks and bags, or it’s laminated between the fabric to form a stealth-like portable safe. Both can be locked
closed to form a 360° slashproof protective cell which locks to a secure fixture.

The Ultimatesafe™ is the "Fort Knox" of backpacks and highlights the premium of our patented,
innovative anti-theft security features. Its camouflaged cage is so smart that thieves and slashers
won’t even see the high-tensile stainless steel running through your backpack. The best thing about
the Ultimatesafe™ is it contains a portable safe. So slip it out your backpack, lock up those valuables
and anchor it to any secure fixture you can think of. The only thing you need to worry about is
remembering where you left it.

ultimatesafe™ 22L backpack #55100
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Iron
703

anti-theft features

additional features

• Slashproof, lock and leave Travelsafe
12L insert
• Carrysafe® slashproof backpack straps
• Smart zipper security
• Turn & lock security hook
• RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: nylon dobby, nylon ripstop,
nylon webbing
• Dimensions (H x W x D) - Backpack:
52 x 35 x 16 cm / 20.5 x 13.8 x 6.3 in
Dimensions (H x W x D) Removable safe:
46 x 29 x 1.3 cm / 18.1 x 11.4 x 0.5 in
• Weight - Backpack: 		
840 g / 1 lbs 13.7 oz
Weight - Removable safe:
500 g / 1 lbs 1.6 oz (including padlock)
• Volume - Backpack: 22 L / 1342 in3
Volume - Removable safe:
12 L / 732 in3

• Removable padded 15" MacBook®
and iPad® / tablet compatible sleeve
• Large zippered main compartment
• External front pocket with organiser
• 2 external side pockets
• Removable waist belt
• Padded back support
• Ergonomic shoulder straps with soft
touch edge
• Side compression straps

Patented in: Australia 695896 & 2007203375;
Europe (EPO), Netherlands and UK EP878143
& EP1941812; France EP1941812; Germany
DE69803812.6 / EP878143 & EP1941812 /
DE6020070138620; Ireland EP878143; USA
6026662 & 6244081, 8267290 & 8365365.
Additional patents pending.

ultimatesafe™ 32L backpack #55120
Iron
703

anti-theft features

additional features

• Slashproof, lock & leave Travelsafe®
20L insert
• Carrysafe® slashproof backpack straps
• Smart zipper security
• Turn & lock security hook
• RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

•
•
•
•

specifications
• Materials: nylon dobby, nylon ripstop,
nylon webbing
• Dimensions (H x W x D) - Backpack:
52 x 35 x 22 cm / 21.3 x 13.8 x 10.2 in
Dimensions (H x W x D) - Removable
safe: 46 x 31 x 17 cm / 18.1 x 12.2
x 6.7 in
• Weight - Backpack: 			
1.18 kg / 2 lbs 9.7 oz
Weight - Removable safe: 		
720 g / 1 lb 9.4 oz
• Volume - Backpack: 32 L / 1952 in3
Volume - Removable safe: 20 L 		
/ 1220 in3

•
•
•
•
•

Top carry handle
Zippered large main compartment
2 zippered front compartment
1 padded pocket, 3 slip pockets, pen
slot and key clip
2 side water bottle pockets
Padded comfortable jersey fabric
with adjustable strap and back
support
Padded waist belt with zippered
pocket
Removable padded 15" MacBook®
and iPad® compatible / tablet sleeve
Side compression straps

Patented in: Australia 695896 & 2007203375;
Europe (EPO), Netherlands and UK EP878143
& EP1941812; France EP1941812; Germany
DE69803812.6 / EP878143 & EP1941812 /
DE6020070138620; Ireland EP878143; USA
6026662 & 6244081, 8267290 & 8365365.
Additional patents pending.
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Leisure Travel
Whether you’re tired of the everyday routine, sick
of being chained to that desk, have an itch to feel
the sun on your face, or just want to take time out
to see the family, everyone needs a break once in
awhile. After all, it’s that time out that we all need
to relax, recharge and rejuvenate that keeps life
fresh, gives us a boost and puts that spring back
into our step. So if you’re sipping Pina Coladas on
the beach, sauntering down the Champs-Élysées,
touring Bangkok’s Grand Palace, cruising around
the Caribbean or simply heading back home
for some much needed TLC, let Pacsafe’s leisure
gear take some of that stress out of the journey by
looking after your valuables while you look after
what’s important – you.

Whether you’re escaping from the everyday, taking off to rejuvenate and recharge, or looking
to spend time with the family and reconnect, the new Toursafe™ LS collection is your reliable,
trustworthy travel partner. From the weekender bag right up to the 29” wheeled upright, each classic,
understated piece in the LS series is designed to meet your travel needs and protect your valuables
from luggage pilferers, bag snatchers and luggage slashers.

toursafe™ LS-W weekender bag #50220
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh® slashguard
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Carrysafe® slashguard backpack and
shoulder straps
• Turn & lock security hooks (on
detachable shoulder strap)
• Dual release security buckles (on
backpack straps)
• Lockable kissable zip sliders for TSA
padlock

• Front zippered compartment with
large zippered pocket for internal
organisation (large enough for a
magazine, tablet, 15” laptop, travel
organiser), 2 zippered mesh pockets
for small items and 4 card slots
• Internal padded 17” MacBook®
compatible zippered sleeve and 		
1 x zippered mesh compartment inside
main compartment
• Padded top and side carry handles
• Padded backpack straps (can be
stowed in zippered compartment for
transit)
• Detachable padded shoulder strap
• Nylon webbing internal compression
straps
• Zippered rear sleeve for attaching to
luggage
• Zippered water bottle / compact
umbrella pocket
• 2 pen holders
• Key / wallet clip
• Pin stripe liner

specifications
• Materials: outer material) 420D Nylon
string dobby, 900D Polyester back
panel and high wear points, 1000mm
PU coating. (liner) 200D Polyester,
1000mm PU coating with pin stripe
print
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
36 x 52 x 20 cm / 14.2 x 20.5 x 7.9 in
• Weight: 1.64 kg / 3 lbs 9.8 oz
• Volume: 36 L / 2196 in3

Patented in: Australia 2007203375; Europe
(EPO), France, Germany, Ireland, Italy,
Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and Denmark
EP1688059; Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Netherlands, and UK EP1941812; USA
8267290. Additional patents pending.

toursafe™ LS15 cabin trolley #50240
Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh® slashguard (in front soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Lockable kissable zip sliders for TSA
padlock

• Front zippered compartment with
large zippered pocket for internal
organisation (large enough for a
magazine, tablet, travel organiser)
and 2 zippered mesh pockets for
small items
• Main compartment with padded
zippered iPad® / tablet sleeve
• Designed to fit under most major
airline seats
• Lightweight, reinforced honeycomb
frame construction
• Lightweight wheels with tread
• Lightweight 4 stage handle system
• Lightweight tarpaulin kick plate
• Smooth, seamless rounded edges
on back panel to reduce wear points
• Padded top carry handle
• Nylon webbing internal compression
straps
• Zippered stretchable rear sleeve for
attaching to luggage
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Zippered water bottle / compact
umbrella pocket
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

specifications
• Materials: outer material) 420D Nylon
string dobby, 900D Polyester back
panel and high wear points, 1000mm
PU coating. (liner) 200D Polyester,
1000mm PU coating with pin stripe
print
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 38.5 x 36 		
x 22.8 cm / 15.2 x 14.2 x 9 in
• Weight: 2.85 kg / 6 lbs 4.5 oz
• Volume: 21 L / 1281 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.
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toursafe™ LS wheeled luggaged key features:

Stylish detailing

Front zippered compartment
with large zippered pocket

Lightweight dual handle
system

Lightweight wheels with
tread and tarpaulin kick plate

toursafe™ LS21 wheeled carry-on #50260
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh® slashguard (in front soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Lockable kissable zip sliders for TSA
padlock

• Front zippered compartment with
large zippered pocket for internal
organisation (large enough for a
magazine, tablet, 15” laptop, travel
organiser) and 2 zippered mesh
pockets for small items
• Main compartment with 2 zippered
mesh pockets for increased
organisation
• Lightweight, reinforced honeycomb
frame construction
• Lightweight wheels with tread
• Lightweight 3 stage handle system
• Lightweight tarpaulin kick plate and
protective corner bumpers
• Smooth, seamless rounded edges on
back panel to reduce wear points
• Padded top and side carry handles
• Nylon webbing internal compression
straps
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Book style opening
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

specifications
• Materials: outer material) 420D Nylon
string dobby, 900D Polyester back
panel and high wear points, 1000mm
PU coating. (liner) 200D Polyester,
1000mm PU coating with pin stripe
print
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
55 x 36 x 22.8 cm / 21.7 x 14.2 x 9 in
• Weight: 3.50 kg / 7 lbs 11.5 oz
• Volume: 35 L / 2135 in3
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pending.
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toursafe™ LS25 wheeled upright #50280
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh slashguard (in front soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Lockable kissable zip sliders for TSA
padlock

• Front zippered compartment with 2
zippered mesh pockets for internal
organisation
• Main compartment with 2 zippered
mesh pockets for increased
organisation
• Lightweight, reinforced honeycomb
frame construction
• Lightweight wheels with tread
• Lightweight 3 stage handle system
• Lightweight tarpaulin kick plate and
protective corner bumpers
• Padded top and side carry handles
• Smooth, seamless rounded edges on
back panel to reduce wear points
• Nylon webbing internal compression
straps
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Book style opening
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

®

specifications
• Materials: outer material) 420D Nylon
string dobby, 900D Polyester back
panel and high wear points, 1000mm
PU coating. (liner) 200D Polyester,
1000mm PU coating with pin stripe
print
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
64 x 42 x 27 cm / 25.2 x 16.5 x 10.6 in
• Weight: 4.50 kg / 9 lbs 14.7 oz
• Volume: 68 L / 4149 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

toursafe™ LS29 wheeled upright #50300
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & luggage pilferers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh slashguard (in front soft
sided panels)
• Puncture resistant ToughZip™
• Lockable kissable zip sliders for TSA
padlock

• Front zippered compartment with 2
zippered mesh pockets for internal
organisation
• Main compartment with 2 zippered
mesh pockets for increased
organisation
• Lightweight, reinforced honeycomb
frame construction
• Lightweight wheels with tread
• Lightweight 2 stage handle system
• Lightweight tarpaulin kick plate and
protective corner bumpers
• Smooth, seamless rounded edges on
back panel to reduce wear points
• Padded top and side carry handles
• Nylon webbing internal compression
straps
• Zippered luggage ID pocket
• Book style opening
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet clip

®

specifications
• Materials: outer material) 420D Nylon
string dobby, 900D Polyester back
panel and high wear points, 1000mm
PU coating. (liner) 200D Polyester,
1000mm PU coating with pin stripe
print
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 74.5 x 46 		
x 35 cm / 29.3 x 18.1 x 13.8 in
• Weight: 5.34 kg / 11 lbs 12.4 oz
• Volume: 101 L / 6163 in3

Outsmart thieves & luggage pilferers with our

puncture resistant ToughZip™
Our puncture resistant ToughZip™ helps prevent pickpocket pilfering and forced entry into all our new Toursafe™ luggage
and Venturesafe™ travel pack collections with a ballpoint pen or similar sharp object. It even helps to prevent unwanted
items (such as contraband) being unknowingly put inside your luggage.
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The Metrosafe™ GII series is an undisputed classic. This line brings together contemporary hardware
and colours with clean, structured lines, sturdy material and built-in anti-theft technology including
an innovative RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket for protection against identity thieves. It comes as no
surprise really, that urbanites can’t get enough of the Metrosafe™ GII and seasoned travellers love it.

metrosafe™ 100 GII hip & shoulder bag #30120
outsmart thieves
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Jungle Green
507

Midnight Blue
604

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Zippered main and front
compartments
• 2 padded pockets, pen slot and
key clip
• Detachable shoulder strap that
converts to a waist belt
• Headphone port
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
22 x 15.5 x 8 cm / 8.7 x 6.1 x 3.1 in
• Weight: 300 g / 10.6 oz
• Volume: 2 L / 122 in3
• Strap length max: 128 cm / 50.4 in
• Strap length min: 75 cm / 29.5 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059, USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.

metrosafe™ 125 GII cross body & hip pack #30140
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag slashers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Large main zippered compartment
with 2 open slot pockets
• Inside lining zippered pocket
• Rear zippered RFIDsafe™
compartment with organiser pockets
for cards, phone, and passport
• Adjustable strap design can be worn
across the body or around the waist
• Key / wallet ring
• Pen holder

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof strap
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking compartment
Carabiner security buckle™
®
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Tweed Grey
112

• Materials PB019BK: 420 Denier High
Density Nylon, PU1000mm coating
• Materials PB019TG: 300D Polyester,
PU coating
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
14 x 28 x 4 cm / 5.5 x 11 x 1.6 in
• Weight: 280 g / 9.88 oz
• Volume: 2 L / 122 in3
• Strap length max: 132 cm / 52 in
• Strap length min: 90 cm / 35.4 in

Patented in: Denmark, Europe (EPO),
France, Germany, Italy, Ireland, Netherlands,
Switzerland and UK EP1688059. Additional
patents pending.

metrosafe™ 150 GII cross body sling bag #30160
outsmart thieves
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Jungle Green
507

Midnight Blue
604

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Large main zippered compartment
with mesh zippered pocket
• Front zippered organiser
compartment with 1 padded
electronic gadget pocket and
zippered pocket
• Detachable phone pouch
• Padded adjustable cross-body strap
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Smart zipper security
Dual release security buckle
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
31.5 x 21 x 7.5 cm / 12.4 8.3 x x 3 in
• Weight: 540 g / 1lb 3oz
• Volume: 3.5 L / 213 in3
• Strap length max: 135 cm / 53.1 in
(including bag)
• Strap length min: 101.6 cm / 40 in
(including bag)

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

metrosafe™ 200 GII shoulder bag #30180
outsmart thieves
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

Jungle Green
507

Midnight Blue
604

Tweed Grey
112

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Large main zippered compartment
• Front zippered pocket organiser
pocket with large slip pocket
• 1 padded electronic gadget pocket
• Rear zippered pocket with
concealable zipper puller
• 2 water bottle / compact umbrella
side pockets
• Headphone port
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

specifications
• Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
28 x 25.5 x 9 cm / 11 x 10 x 3.5 in
• Weight: 500 g / 1 lb 1.6 oz
• Volume: 7 L / 427 in3
• Strap length max: 150 cm / 59.1 in
• Strap length min: 80 cm / 31.5 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.

metrosafe™ 250 GII shoulder bag #30200
Black
100

Jungle Green
507

Midnight Blue
604

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Main padded slip pocket for netbook
or tablet
• Main compartment padded MP3
pocket and headphone port
• 1 padded electronic gadget pocket
• Pen holder / key clip
• 2 water bottle / compact umbrella
side pockets
• Rear zippered pocket with
concealable zipper puller
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
35 x 28 x 11 cm / 13.8 x 11 x 4.3 in
• Weight: 600 g / 1 lb 5.2 oz
• Volume: 8 L / 488 in3
• Strap length max: 151 cm / 59.4 in
• Strap length min: 81 cm / 31.9 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.
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metrosafe™ 275 GII tablet and laptop bag #30220
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag slashers

Black
100

Midnight Blue
604

Tweed Grey
112

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Zippered main compartment
• Internal padded 13” MacBook® /
Tablet / iPad® compatible sleeve
• Zippered front compartment with
internal organisation
• Phone pocket
• Key / wallet ring
• 2 water bottle / umbrella side
pockets

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
28 x 37 x 12 cm / 11 x 14.6 x 4.7 in
• Weight: 600 g / 1 lb 5.2 oz
• Volume: 10 L / 610 in3
• Strap length max: 146 cm / 57.5 in
• Strap length min: 83 cm / 32.7 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.

metrosafe™ 300 GII laptop bag #30240
outsmart thieves
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Padded laptop sleeve
• Large main zippered compartment
with mesh zippered pocket
• Front zippered organiser pocket with
1 padded electronic gadget pocket
• Zippered rear sleeve for attaching to
wheeled luggage
• 2 water bottle / compact umbrella
side pockets
• Headphone port
• Pen holder
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: nylon 420D HD,
mini ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
34.5 x 30.5 x 10 cm / 13.6 x 12 		
x 3.9 in
• Weight: 670 g / 1 lbs 7.7 oz
• Volume: 14 L / 854 in3
• Strap length max: 146 cm / 57.5 in
• Strap length min: 50 cm / 20.1 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.

metrosafe™ 350 GII daypack #30260
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Black
100

Jungle Green
507

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

• Main compartment with padded slip
pocket
• Front zippered organiser
compartment
• 1 padded electronic gadget pocket
• Pen holder
• Padded back support
• 2 water bottle / compact umbrella
side pockets
• Key / wallet ring

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

specifications
• Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
42 x 32 x 13 cm / 16.5 x 12.6 x 5.1 in
• Weight: 650 g / 1 lb 6.9 oz
• Volume: 13 L / 793 in3

Patented in: Australia 2007203375;
Europe (EPO), France, Netherlands
and UK EP1688059 & EP1941812;
Germany EP1688059 & EP1941812 /
DE6020070138620; Italy, Ireland, Switzerland
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8267290 &
8365365. Additional patents pending.

The Stashsafe™ GII series features handy RFIDsafe™ blocking hip pack that smartly stashes away
your bare essentials and keeps them safe from nimble-fingered pickpockets, identity thieves and
quick-on-their-feet bag snatchers. The thoughtfully included padlock and smart zipper security means
you don’t need to keep it strapped around you 24-7, you can lock it round a secure fixture, like the
leg of a chair in a Parisian cafe.

stashsafe™ 100 GII hip pack #30280
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag slashers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• eXomesh® slashguard
• Lockable and slashproof Carrysafe®
strap
• Smart zipper security
• Locks to secure fixture
• RFIDsafe™ blocking padded pocket

• 2 main zippered organisational
compartments
• Rear zippered pocket
• 1 padded electronic gadget pocket
• Headphone port
• Key / wallet ring
• Comfortable breathable padded
mesh backing

specifications
• Materials: nylon 420D HD, mini-ripstop
• Dimensions (H x W x D):
15.5 x 25.5 x 6 cm / 6.1 x 10 x 2.4 in
(fits hip size: 82.6 - 114 cm 		
/ 32.5 - 44.9 in)
• Weight: 300 g / 10.6 oz including
padlock
• Volume: 2.2 L / 134 in3

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059. Additional patents
pending.

smart combination
Looking for some extra length? Then let our belt extenders lend you a
helping hand.
Belt Extender #30100
anti-theft features

• Slashproof Carrysafe® strap

Black
100

specifications

• Length: 24 cm / 9.4 in
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*Sold separately. To secure your Stashsafe™ 100 to a secure fixture remember to remove your belt extender.
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Classic and practical are the two words that define the ever-popular Citysafe™ GII series. The
Citysafe GII's stylish silhouettes disguise the durable, water-resistant fabric, while the eXomesh®
slashguard, RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket and slashproof straps ensure your valuables, personal
information, momentos and personal items don’t end up in the wrong hands.

citysafe™ 75 GII purse #20100
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag snatchers

Black
100

Midnight Blue
604

Walnut
209

anti-theft features

additional features

• Smart zipper security
• RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

•
•
•
•
•

specifications
• Materials: water resistant nylon
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
11 x 21.5 x 6 cm / 4.3 x 8.5 x 2.4 in
• Weight: 100 g / 3.5 oz
• Volume: 1 L / 61 in3

Water resistant material
2 gusset side pockets
Inner zippered pocket
Soft twill liner
Versatile strap for 2-way wear as a
clutch or purse / wallet

citysafe™ 100 GII travel handbag #20120
outsmart thieves
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

Midnight Blue
604

Walnut
209

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

Water resistant material
Feature liner
Zippered main compartment
Internal electronics pocket
Zippered internal pocket

specifications
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• Materials: water resistant nylon
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
19 x 25 x 9.5 cm / 7.5 x 9.8 x 3.7 in
• Weight: 270 g / 9.5 oz
• Volume: 3.5 L / 213 in3
• Strap length max: 134 cm / 52.8 in
• Strap length min: 75 cm / 29.5 in
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Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.

Outsmart thieves & bag slashers with
®

eXomesh slashguard
Bag slashers often like to target outside fabric panels of bags (front, bottom or side), which cause valuables to fall out and
into the palm of their hands. Our lightweight slashguard are built into (and concealed) in the most commonly vulnerable
areas of bag, protecting your gear from a quick slash-and-run theft. Our new eXomesh® protection in our luggage
extends the full length of the bag protecting your gear from opportunistic theft or if it’s snagged by a conveyor belt or
luggage handlers.

citysafe™ 200 GII handbag #20140
outsmart thieves
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

Midnight Blue
604

Walnut
209

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

specifications

Water resistant material
Feature liner
Zippered main compartment
Internal electronics pocket
Padded iPad® / tablet / 13"
MacBook® compatible sleeve
• Zippered rear pocket

• Materials: water resistant nylon
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
24 x 37 x 10 cm / 9.4 x 14.6 x 3.9 in
• Weight: 510 g / 1 lb 2 oz
• Volume: 7 L / 427 in3
• Strap length max: 119 cm / 46.9 in
• Strap length min: 67 cm / 26.4 in

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.

®

citysafe™ 350 GII backpack #20160
outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

Black
100

Midnight Blue
604

Walnut
209

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

eXomesh® slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder straps
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket

specifications
• Materials: water resistant nylon
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
30 x 23.5 x 10 cm / 11.8 x 9.3 x 3.9 in
• Weight: 377 g / 13.3 oz
• Volume: 5.2 L / 317 in3

Water resistant material
Feature liner
Zippered main compartment
Internal electronics pocket
Padded iPad® / tablet compatible
sleeve
• Key / wallet ring

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.

citysafe™ 400 GII hobo travel bag #20180
Black
100

Midnight Blue
604

Walnut
209

anti-theft features

additional features

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

eXomesh slashguard
Carrysafe® slashproof shoulder strap
Turn & lock security hook
Smart zipper security
RFIDsafe™ blocking pocket
®

specifications
• Materials: water resistant nylon
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
33 x 40.5 x 17 cm / 13 x 15.9 x 6.7 in
• Weight: 650 g / 1 lb 6.9 oz
• Volume: 20 L / 1220 in3
• Strap length max: 84 cm / 33.1 in
• Strap length min: 50 cm / 19.7 in

•
•
•
•
•

Water resistant material
2 gusset side pockets
Inner zippered pocket
Padded electronic gadget /
15" MacBook® / tablet / iPad®
compatible sleeve
Zippered main compartment
Pen slot
Feature liner
Zippered rear sleeve for attaching to
wheeled luggage
Key / wallet ring

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK
and Denmark EP1688059; USA 8365365.
Additional patents pending.
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Travel
Accessories
Ask any seasoned traveller and they’ll
tell you the secret to successful travel
is all in the accessories they take. Not
just considered ‘extra items’, travel
accessories are essential for making a
holiday, long adventure, short getaway,
business trip or escape, as easy and
as stress-free as possible. They keep
the bare necessities like your passport,
tickets and cards organised, in-check
and easy to find. Our Travel Accessories
go one step further to make sure that
those necessities are also safe, secure
and exactly where they should be.

The Pacsafe® series was the original and our first. Like any first, it stays with you. Its smart patented
360° eXomesh® locking system is an adjustable high-tensile stainless steel device that locks closed and
locks to a secure fixture. Throw it on a variety of backpacks, soft-sided wheeled luggage or a duffel
bag then lock it and leave it while you head out to meet the adventures that lay in wait.

pacsafe®55L backpack & bag protector #10170
pacsafe®85L backpack & bag protector #10180
pacsafe®120L backpack & bag protector #10190

N/A
999

outsmart thieves,
bag slashers & bag snatchers

anti-theft features: Smart eXomesh® locking system, locks closed and locks to fixture.
specifications
pacsafe® 55L:
• Fits volume approximately: 22 - 55 L / 1342 - 3355 in3
• Weight: 500 g / 1 lb 1.6 oz including padlock
• Folds to (H x W x D): 14 x 12 x 5 cm / 5.5 x 4.7 x 2 in
pacsafe® 85L:
• Fits volume approximately: 55 - 85 L / 3355 - 5185 in3
• Weight: 580 g / 1 lb 4.5 oz including padlock
• Folds to (H x W x D): 17 x 12 x 5 cm / 6.7 x 4.7 x 2 in
pacsafe® 120L:
• Fits volume approximately: 75 - 120 L / 4395 - 7320 in3
• Weight: 680 g / 1 lb 8 oz including padlock
• Folds to (H x W x D): 17 x 12 x 6 cm / 6.7 x 4.7 x 2.4 in
A padlock and carry pouch are included in all the above products.
smart tip: If your sleeping bag or tent is secured to the outside of your pack,
add approximately 1000 in3 / 16 L for each item to the total pack volume.

Outsmart thieves, bag snatchers & bag slashers with our

unique locking device

The metal reinforced locking device made from high-impact resistant polycarbonate (that’s the same laminate stuff used in
bullet-proof glass), ensures your bag’s a deterrent not a target.
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Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO), Ireland, Netherlands and UK EP0878143;
Germany DE69803812.6 / EP878143; USA 6026662 & 6244081.
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While you’re out and about exploring, the new Travelsafe® series’ portable safes will protect and look
out for your valuables. Each easy-to-use safe securely stores and locks down items, from your ipod,
jewellery and passport, to your camera, laptop and blackberry. With its patented 360° eXomesh®
locking system, you’ll be able to lock it closed and to a secure fixture in your hotel room, by the pool,
in a car or in-flight. And when you’re not using it, it even conveniently folds down to fit into your
luggage.

travelsafe® 5L GII portable safe #10470
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag slashers

Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

• 360° eXomesh locking system
• Locks closed and locks to fixture
• TSA accepted 3-dial combination lock
included

• Lightweight and packs flat
• iPad® / tablet compatible
• Padded EVA foam laminated and soft
brushed Polyester lining
• Light coloured interior for good
visibility of contents
• Carry handles for convenience
• Water resistant

®

specifications
• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) brushed polyester
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 41.5 x 26.5 x
1.3 cm / 16.3 x 10.4 x 0.5 in
• Weight: 460 g / 1 lbs 0.2 oz
• Volume: 5 L / 305 in3

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO):
EP0878143; Germany: DE698038126 /
EP878143; Ireland, Netherlands and UK
EP878143; USA 6026662 & 6244081.

travelsafe® 12L GII portable safe #10480
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & bag slashers

Charcoal
104

anti-theft features

additional features

• 360° eXomesh locking system
• Locks closed and locks to fixture
• TSA accepted 3-dial combination lock
included

• Lightweight and packs flat
• 15" MacBook® compatible
• Padded EVA foam laminated and soft
brushed Polyester lining
• Light coloured interior for good
visibility of contents
• Carry handles for convenience
• Water resistant

®
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specifications
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• Materials: (outer material) 600D poly
canvas with 1000mm PU coating,
(inner material) brushed polyester
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 52 x 35 		
x 1.3 cm / 20.5 x 13.8 x 0.5 in
• Weight: 640 g / 1 lbs 6.6 oz
• Volume: 12 L / 732 in3

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO):
EP0878143; Germany: DE698038126 /
EP878143; Ireland, Netherlands and UK
EP878143; USA 6026662 & 6244081.

Stop identity theft
With 11 million people* affected by
identity theft every year and with the
new electronic RFID chips installed in
your credit cards and passports, identity
theft is unfortunately set to rise.
What is RFID identity theft?
RFID micro chips can be found in your passport, credit cards,
bank cards and ID cards. Each chip emits radio transmissions
which can be read and downloaded by thieves without you
knowing by using a hand-held RFID-reader from up to 10 ft
away. Reduce your risk of identity theft with our award-winning
RFIDsafe™ passport and credit card protector.
How do I know if I’m at risk?
Your passport or bank and credit cards will have one of these
symbols on them.

How do thieves steal my information without me knowing?
Easily bought hand-held RFID readers can be bought online. The
portable, small devices taps in radio transmissions coming from
your bank card or passport and uploads the information from up
to 10 ft away.
What information can identity thieves access?

How it works:
Pacsafe’s RFID-blocking wallets and accessories use a special
award-winning RFID-blocking material. The unique material
blocks transmissions and stops RFID readers from gaining access
to your personal information and data including the frequency
13.56 MHz, which is typically used in e-passports, credit cards /
smart cards, and key cards.
$

N/A

N/A

Source*: https://www.javelinstrategy.com/research/Brochure-209

The RFID-tec™ series is fresh, fun and perfect for travels. Whether you’re a sport enthusiast, young-
at-heart or just looking for your next adventure, you can head out and beyond with this light weight,
trendy RFID-blocking accessory line. Based on our award-winning RFID-blocking material; you can
throw ‘em in your backpack and relax knowing your personal information is kept just that, personal.

RFIDtec™ 50 RFID-blocking compact bi-fold wallet #10380
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

Ocean Blue
607

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on credit cards

•
•
•
•
•

specifications
• Materials: nylon 210D dobby and
nylon 70D TAFFETA
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
8.5 x 11.4 x 1.5 cm / 3.3 x 4.5 x 0.6 in
• Weight: 41 g / 1.4 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

Shadow
108

Transparent ID card slot
Compartment for bank notes
2 slip pockets
2 credit card slots
Outer slip pocket

RFIDtec™ 75 RFID-blocking passport holder #10390
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

Shadow
108

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on passports
and credit cards

• Transparent slot
• 3 credit card / ID card slots
• Snap button closure

specifications
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• Materials: nylon 210D dobby and
nylon 70D TAFFETA
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
13.5 x 10 x 1.5 cm / 5.3 x 3.9 x 0.6 in
• Weight: 54 g / 1.9 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz
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Outsmart identity thieves with

RFIDsafe™ blocking pockets & material
Most passports, credit cards and ID cards now contain a RFID micro-chip. This chip contains all your personal, sensitive
information. Identity thieves are able to access this information from up to 10ft away with the help of an RFID reader. Our
award-winning RFIDsafe™ blocking material prevents your data from falling into the wrong hands by blocking out virtually
all transmissions between 10 MHz - 3 GHz, which covers the radio frequency used in e-passports, credit cards / smart
cards, and key cards.

RFIDtec™ 100 RFID-blocking bi-fold wallet #10400
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

Ocean Blue
607

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on credit cards

•
•
•
•
•

specifications
• Materials: nylon 210D dobby and
nylon 70D TAFFETA
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
11 x 13 x 1.5 cm / 4.3 x 5.1 x 0.6 in
• Weight: 60 g / 2.5 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

Shadow
108

Zippered pocket for cash
Slip-in pocket for cash
5 credit card slots
Transparent ID card slot
Outer zippered coin pocket

RFIDtec™ 150 RFID-blocking compact organiser #10410
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

Shadow
108

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on passports
and credit cards

•
•
•
•
•

specifications

Transparent passport slot
Zippered pocket for cash
Slip-in pocket for cash
7 credit card slots
Outer zippered coin pocket

• Materials: nylon 210D dobby and nylon
70D TAFFETA
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
16.5 x 11.5 x 1.5 cm / 6.5 x 4.5 x 0.6 in
• Weight: 80 g / 2.8 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

RFIDtec™ 175 RFID-blocking zippered compact organiser #10420
outsmart identity thieves
Ocean Blue
607

Shadow
108

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on passports
and credit cards

• Transparent passport pocket
• Ticket / boarding pass and cash
compartments
• 7 card slots
• Adjustable neck cord

specifications
• Materials: nylon 210D dobby and nylon
70D TAFFETA
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
16.5 x 11.5 x 2.5 cm / 6.5 x 4.5 x 1.0 in
• Weight: 95 g / 3.4 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz
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Black
100
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RFIDtec™ 225 RFID-blocking ticket organiser #10430
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

Ocean Blue
607

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on passports
and credit cards

•
•
•
•
•

specifications
• Materials: nylon 210D dobby and nylon
70D TAFFETA
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
23 x 12 x 2.5 cm / 9.1 x 4.7 x 1.0 in
• Weight: 135 g / 4.8 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

Shadow
108

Transparent card pocket
Transparent passport pocket
SIM and SD card slots
13 card slots
3 slip pockets for cash, multi
currencies and boarding pass
• Pen holder
• Detachable wrist strap

RFIDtec™ 250 RFID-blocking travel wallet #10440
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

Ocean Blue
607

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on passports
and credit cards

•
•
•
•
•

specifications

Shadow
108

Transparent passport slot
Zippered pocket for cash
Slip-in pocket
8 card slots
Outer zippered coin pocket
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• Materials: nylon 210D dobby and nylon
70D TAFFETA
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
19 x 11.5 x 2.5 cm / 7.5 x 4.5 x 1.0 in
• Weight: 115 g / 4.1 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz
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www.pacsafe.com/blog/

Blog

By Far, The best Travel Blog in The
World (According to our Mothers)

The RFIDsafe™ series is the series that started it all and it’s all thanks to the award-winning
RFIDsafe™ 50 passport protector with its unique, soft-to-the-touch hand feel and effectiveness at
shielding information from unseen threats. The lightweight, soft, discreet material is perfect for
wearing underneath clothing when travelling while the special material weave protects your
personal information from potential identity thieves.

RFIDsafe™ 50 RFID-blocking passport protector #10330
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

Neutral Grey
103

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on passports
and credit cards

• Lightweight
• Fits inside most passport pockets

specifications
• Materials: 50D chess weave Dobby
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
11.5 x 17.3 x 1 cm / 4.5 x 6.8 x 0.4 in
• Weight: 23 g / 0.8 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

RFIDsafe™ 75 RFID-blocking neck pouch #10340
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

Neutral Grey
103

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on passports
and credit cards

• Zippered main compartment fits
passport
• Moisture proof liner
• Comfortable breathable backing with
anti-odour treatment

specifications
• Materials: 50D chess weave Dobby
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
17.5 x 13 x 0.75 cm / 6.9 x 5.1 x 0.3 in
• Weight: 51 g / 1.8 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

RFIDsafe™ 100 RFID-blocking travel waist wallet #10350
Neutral Grey
103

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material
• Protects personal data on passports
and credit cards

• 2 zippered compartments
• Moisture proof liner
• Comfortable breathable backing with
anti-odour treatment
• 1 card slot

specifications
• Materials: 50D chess weave Dobby
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
14 x 27 x 0.75 cm / 5.5 x 10.6 x 0.3 in
• Weight: 97 g / 3.4 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz
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Black
100

outsmart identity thieves
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The RFIDexecutive™ series is a stylish, genuine leather wallet range. Pacsafe’s RFIDsafe™ blocking
material is built into each sleek, contemporary piece to help protect your personal information stored
on your credit cards and passport from being stolen by digital savvy thieves. Whether you’re headed
to your next business meeting, impressing a date or heading off on your next holiday, you can relax
knowing your information is safe.

RFIDexecutive™ 25 RFID-blocking credit card holder #10290
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material

• Mesh ID card slot
• 2 credit card slots

specifications
• Materials: 100% genuine leather
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
7 x 9.5 x 0.5 cm / 2.8 x 3.7 x 0.2 in
• Weight: 20 g / 0.7 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

front

back

RFIDexecutive™ 50 RFID-blocking compact bi-fold wallet #10300
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material

• Mesh ID card slot
• 5 credit card slots
• Cash compartment

specifications
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• Materials: 100% genuine leather
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
8.5 x 10 x 1.5 cm / 3.3 x 3.9 x 0.6 in
• Weight: 50 g / 1.8 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz
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RFIDexecutive™ 75 RFID-blocking passport wallet #10310
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material

• 3 credit card slots
• Slip pocket for passport

specifications
• Materials: 100% genuine leather
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
10 x 14 x 1 cm / 3.9 x 5.5 x 0.4 in
• Weight: 70 g / 2.5 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

RFIDexecutive™ 100 RFID-blocking bi-fold wallet #10320
anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material

• Mesh ID card slot
• Divider for cash
• 4 slip-in pockets for receipts and
miscellaneous items
• 7 credit card slots

specifications
• Materials: 100% genuine leather
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
9.5 x 11 x 1 cm / 3.7 x 4.3 x 0.4 in
• Weight: 70 g / 2.5 oz
• Blocks radio frequencies: 		
10 MHz - 3 GHz

Outsmart identity thieves with

RFIDsafe™ blocking pockets & material
Most passports, credit cards and ID cards now contain a RFID micro-chip. This chip contains all your personal, sensitive
information. Identity thieves are able to access this information from up to 10ft away with the help of an RFID reader. Our
award-winning RFIDsafe™ blocking material prevents your data from falling into the wrong hands by blocking out virtually
all transmissions between 10 MHz - 3 GHz, which covers the radio frequency used in e-passports, credit cards / smart
cards, and key cards.
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Black
100

outsmart identity thieves
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RFIDsleeve™ 25 RFID-blocking credit card sleeve (2 pack) #10360
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material

• 2 x RFID blocking credit card sleeves
included per pack
• Tear resistant
• Water resistant

specifications
• Material: RFID blocking alumina 		
/ poly / paper composition – conforms
to EU, US (Prop 65) and International
Standards
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
8.7 x 5.8 x 0.1 cm / 3.4 x 2.3 x 0.04 in
• Weight: 1 g / 0.05 oz

RFIDsleeve™ 50 RFID-blocking passport protector #10370
Black
100

outsmart identity thieves

anti-theft features

additional features

• RFIDsafe™ blocking material

• Tear resistant
• Water resistant

specifications
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• Material: RFID blocking alumina 		
/ poly / paper composition – conforms
to EU, US (Prop 65) and International
Standards
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 10.5 x 13.5 x
0.1 cm / 4.1 x 5.25 x 0.04 in
• Weight: 3 g / 0.15 oz
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Outsmart identity thieves with

RFIDsafe™ blocking pockets & material
Most passports, credit cards and ID cards now contain a RFID micro-chip. This chip contains all your personal, sensitive
information. Identity thieves are able to access this information from up to 10ft away with the help of an RFID reader. Our
award-winning RFIDsafe™ blocking material prevents your data from falling into the wrong hands by blocking out virtually
all transmissions between 10 MHz - 3 GHz, which covers the radio frequency used in e-passports, credit cards / smart
cards, and key cards.

Discreet, hidden and well camouflaged. The soft, lightweight Coversafe™ secret series is designed to be
worn comfortably under clothing. Slip your valuables such as travel documents, cash and cards into
one of our breathable travel wallets and get on with your adventure knowing that your valuables are
securely close at hand and hidden from view.

coversafe™ 25 secret waist wallet #10130
outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

Black
100

Neutral Grey
103

anti-theft features

additional features

• Smart zipper security
• Hides under clothing

• One zippered main compartment
• Soft breathable backing with antiodour treatment
• Moisture proof liner
• Soft, adjustable elastic waist strap

specifications
• Materials: 50D chess weave Dobby
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
10 x 15.5 x 0.75 cm / 3.9 x 6.1 x 0.3 in
• Weight: 38 g / 1.3 oz
• Fits waist size: 62 - 107 cm 		
/ 24.4 - 42.1 in

coversafe™ 75 secret neck pouch #10140
Black
100

Neutral Grey
103

anti-theft features

additional features

• Carrysafe slashproof strap

• 1 zippered passport pocket and 		
2 compartments
• Comfortable breathable backing with
anti-odour treatment
• Moisture proof liner
• Velcro® flap closure

®

specifications
• Materials: 50D chess weave Dobby,
high-tensile stainless steel wire
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
17.5 x 13 x 0.75 cm / 6.9 x 5.1 x 0.3 in
• Weight: 51 g / 1.8 oz
• Strap length max: 136 cm / 26.8 in
• Strap length min: 68 cm / 53.5 in

Patents pending

Outsmart thieves and strap slashers with
®

Carrysafe slashguard straps
Flexible, lightweight, stainless steel wire is integrated into our adjustable Carrysafe® straps making it invisible to the eye,
yet very effective at preventing bag slashers from slicing through and running off with your gear.
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coversafe™ 100 secret travel waist wallet #10150
outsmart thieves
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

Neutral Grey
103

anti-theft features

additional features

• Carrysafe slashproof strap
• Smart zipper security
• Concealed buckle

• 2 zippered compartments
• Moisture proof liner
• Comfortable breathable backing with
anti-odour treatment
• Removable ziplock water resistant
pouch
• 1 card slot

®

specifications
• Materials: 50D chess weave Dobby,
high-tensile stainless steel wire
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
14 x 27 x 0.75 cm / 5.5 x 10.6 x 0.3 in
• Weight: 97 g / 3.4 oz
• Fits waist size: 70 - 114 cm 		
/ 27.6 - 44.9 in

Patents pending

coversafe™ 125 secret belt wallet #10160
outsmart thieves,
pickpockets & strap slashers

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Carrysafe® slashproof strap
• Hides under clothing

• Comfortable breathable backing with
anti-odour treatment
• Moisture proof liner
• Zippered compartment designed for
passport, cash and cards

specifications
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• Materials: 50D chess weave Dobby,
high-tensile stainless steel wire
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
13 x 18.5 x 0.75 cm / 5.1 x 7.3 x 0.3 in
• Weight: 30 g / 1.1 oz
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Patents pending

Outsmart thieves and strap slashers with
®

Carrysafe slashguard straps
Flexible, lightweight, stainless steel wire is integrated into our adjustable Carrysafe® straps making it invisible to the eye,
yet very effective at preventing bag slashers from slicing through and running off with your gear.

The Walletsafe™ series offers a range of slim, contemporary designs to suit everyone - from the guy
who only carries the bare minimum and the person who needs everything organised to the woman
who carries photos, cards and keeps receipts on her for months. Our security features keep your stash
safe from threats, but not from overspending, shopping sprees or a late night on the town.

walletsafe™ 50 compact wallet #10490
outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Secure metal chain
• Turn & lock security hook
• Secures to your belt loop or inside your
bag

• Zippered main compartment
• Small external zippered change
pocket
• 1 internal card slot

specifications

Patents in: USA 8365365.

• Materials: 70 x 240D Dobby Ripstop,
TPU, metal chain
• Dimensions (H x W x D):		
8 x 11.5 x 1.5 cm / 3.1 x 4.5 x 0.6 in
• Weight: 67 g / 2.4 oz

walletsafe™ 100 tri-fold travel wallet #10500
Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Secure metal chain
• Turn & lock security hook
• Secures to your belt loop or inside
your bag

•
•
•
•

specifications
• Materials: 70 x 240D Dobby Ripstop,
TPU, metal chain
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
9 x 11 x 2.5 cm / 3.5 x 4.3 x 1 in
• Weight: 103 g / 3.6 oz

Tri-fold design with Velcro® closure
6 card slots
Clear ID card window
Zippered cash compartment with
divider to separate currencies and
receipts
• Outer zippered coin pocket
• Spare key ring loop
Patents in: USA 8365365.
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walletsafe™ 300 secret arm & ankle wallet #10510
outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Hides under clothing

• Zippered main compartment
• Elastic mesh sleeve for MP3 in main
compartment
• Headphone port (for when wearing
on arm)
• Inner zippered pocket for cash and
cards
• Soft, adjustable elastic strap
• Zippered outer key or coin pocket
• Soft material for comfort against skin

specifications
• Materials: 70 x 240 Dobby Ripstop
TPU, elastic
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
14 x 8 x 2 cm / 5.5 x 3.1 x 0.8 in
• Weight: 68 g / 2.4 oz
• Fits arm size: 23 - 36 cm / 9.1 - 14.2 in

wristsafe™ 150 wrist wallet #10530
outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Concealed buckle
• Smart zipper security
• Hides under clothing

• Elastic mesh phone pocket and
internal zip pocket
• Zippered side pocket for keys
• Adjustable wristband
• Comfortable breathable backing

specifications
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• Materials: 70 x 240D Dobby Ripstop,
TPU
• Dimensions:
Main compartment (H x W x D): 		
12.5 x 7 x 2 cm / 5 x 2.75 x 0.8 in 		
(fits wrist size: 23 - 34 cm / 9.1 - 13.4 in)
Including the flap (H x W x D): 		
12.5 x 24 x 2 cm / 4.9 x 9.4 x 0.8 in
• Weight: 59 g / 2.1 oz
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Outsmart thieves & pickpockets with

smart zipper security
Zipper pullers can be attached to discreet security hooks or placed under and through a hypalon tab to prevent
pickpockets reaching into your bag.

cashsafe™ travel belt wallet #10110
outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Secret pocket

• Metal-free: airport security friendly
• Plastic buckle - no need to remove
when passing through airport security
• Adjustable
• Easy to use non-slip buckle
• Durable webbing material

specifications
• Materials: PP webbing
• Pocket length: 70 cm / 27 in
• Fits waist size: 72 - 118 cm / 		
28.3 - 46.5 in
• Weight: 70 g / 2.5 oz

cashsafe™ 25 deluxe travel belt wallet #10120
outsmart thieves
& pickpockets

Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Secret pocket can stretch to fit a
passport / phone

• Metal-free: airport security friendly
• Plastic buckle - no need to remove
when passing through airport security
• Adjustable
• Easy to use non-slip Duraflex® buckle
• Durable webbing material
• Expandable zip pocket that can fit
passport

specifications
•
•
•
•

Materials: nylon webbing
Pocket length: 24 cm / 9.45 in
Dimensions: 32 cm / 12.6 in
Fits waist size: 			
72 cm - 124 cm / 28.3 in - 48.8 in
• Weight: 90 g / 3.2 oz

carrysafe®200 shoulder strap # 10100
Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Carrysafe slashproof strap
• Turn & lock security hooks

• Soft-cushioned non-slip shoulder
pad
• Heavy duty webbing

®

specifications
•
•
•
•
•

Materials: 70 x 240D Dobby Ripstop
Max length: 131 cm / 51.6 in
Min length: 93 cm / 36.6 in
Width: 3.6 cm / 1.4 in
Weight: 220 g / 7.8 oz

Patented in: USA 8365365. Additional patent
pending.
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retractasafe™ 100 retractable cable lock #10270
outsmart thieves
& bag snatchers

Smoke
109

anti-theft features

specifications

• 3-dial combination lock
• Locks items together and / or to a
secure fixture

• Materials: plastic, high-tensile
stainless steel wire
• Wire diameter: 1.6 mm / 0.06 in
Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
5.5. x 7.5 x 1.8 cm / 2.2 x 3 x 0.7 in
Length: 73 cm / 28.7 in
• Weight : 50 g / 1.8 oz

retractasafe™ 250 retractable cable lock #10280
outsmart thieves
& bag snatchers

Smoke
109

anti-theft features

specifications

• 4-dial combination lock
• Locks items together and / or to a
secure fixture

• Materials: plastic, high-tensile
stainless steel wire
• Wire diameter: 2.4 mm / 0.1in
Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
6 x 9.5 x 2 cm / 2.4 x 3.7 x 0.8 in
Length: 90 cm / 35.4 in
• Weight: 90 g / 3.2 oz

wrapsafe™ adjustable cable lock #10520
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N/A
999

anti-theft features

additional features

• Locks items together and/or to a
secure fixture
• Wraps tight so cannot be clipped off

• Storage pouch included

specifications
• Materials: polycarbonate, high-tensile
stainless steel wire
• Length: 2.5 m / 8 ft
• Wraps any item with circumference:
70 - 170 cm / 27.6 - 66.9 in
• Weight: 200 g / 7.1 oz including
padlock

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO),
Ireland, Netherlands and UK EP0878143;
Germany DE69803812.6 / EP878143; USA
6026662 & 6244081.

With increased security at airports, there are times when Transport
Security Administration (TSA) agents need to check your bags
before they join you on the plane. Unbeknownst to you, your bag
will be opened and the lock protecting your gear can be broken
rendering it useless when you arrive at your destination. Thankfully, our Travel Sentry® approved
locks mean TSA (US) agents and HRSC (UK) officers can open and relock your bag using codes and
secured tools.

prosafe®620 TSA accepted luggage locks #10210
Black
100

specifications

additional features

• Materials: Brass with plastic casing
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
2.5 x 4.2 x 1 cm / 1 x 1.77 x 0.4 in
• Weight: 37 g / 1.3 oz

• 2 Locks
• 3 keys

prosafe®700 TSA accepted combination padlock #10230
Black
100

Red
300

anti-theft features
• 3 dial resettable combination

specifications

www.pacsafe.com
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• Materials: Zinc alloy with plastic casing
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 		
6.4 x 3.4 x 1.9 cm / 2.5 x 1.3 x 0.7 in
• Weight: 64 g / 2.3 oz
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prosafe®750 TSA accepted key-card lock #10240
Black
100

anti-theft features

additional features

• Unlocks using coded key-card
• No need to carry keys
• No need to remember combinations

• Unlocks using coded key-card
• Key-card can be kept conveniently in
wallet
• 2 x credit card sized key-cards
included

specifications
• Materials: Zinc alloy
• Dimensions each (H x W x D): 		
7 x 2.9 x 1 cm / 2.8 x 1.1 x 0.4 in
• Weight: 44 g / 1.6 oz

prosafe®800 TSA accepted 3-dial cable lock #10250
Silver
705

anti-theft features
• 10 cm / 4 in high-tensile stainless steel
cable
• 3 dial resettable combination

specifications
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• Materials: Zinc alloy
• Dimensions (each) (H x W x D): 		
8 x 3.3 x 1 cm / 3.1 x 1.3 x 0.4 in
• Weight: 53 g / 1.9 oz
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anti-theft features summary
adventure travel
toursafe™ AT21
Model #50100
Colours: Black, Navy
Blue, Storm Grey
Page number: 7

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

toursafe™ AT25
Model #50120
Colours: Black, Navy
Blue, Storm Grey
Page number: 7

Smart flap hooks

toursafe™ AT29
Model #50140
Colours: Black, Navy
Blue, Storm Grey
Page number: 8

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Model #50180
Colours: Black, Navy
Blue, Storm Grey
Page number: 11

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

toursafe™ EXP21
Model #50160
Colours: Black, Navy
Blue, Storm Grey
Page number: 10

Model #60320
Colours: Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 12

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

toursafe™ EXP34
Model #50200
Colours: Black, Navy
Blue, Storm Grey
Page number: 11

Model #60360
Colours: Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 13

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

venturesafe™ 55L GII
Model #60340
Colours: Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 13

Model #60160
Colours: Black, Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 14

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

venturesafe™ 100 GII
Model #60140
Colours: Black, Storm Grey
Page number: 14

Model #60200
Colours: Black, Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 15

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

venturesafe™ 200 GII
Model #60180
Colours: Black, Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 15

Smart flap hooks

venturesafe™ 300 GII

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

venturesafe™ 150 GII

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

venturesafe™ 65L GII

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

venturesafe™ 45L GII

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

toursafe™ EXP29

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

venturesafe™ 325 GII
Model #60220
Colours: Black, Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 15

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

anti-theft features summary
adventure travel cont.
venturesafe™ 350 GII
Model #60240
Colours: Black, Storm Grey
Page number: 16

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

venturesafe™ 10L GII
Model #60260
Colours: Black, Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 16

Smart flap hooks

venturesafe™ 15L GII
Model #60280
Colours: Black, Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 17

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Model #15100
Colours: Black,
Storm Grey
Page number: 18

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

venturesafe™ 25L GII
Model #60300
Colours: Black, Navy Blue,
Storm Grey
Page number: 17

Model #15140
Colours: Black,
Storm Grey
Page number: 19

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

camsafe® V3
Model #15120
Colours: Black,
Storm Grey
Page number: 18

Model #15180
Colours: Black,
Storm Grey
Page number: 20

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

camsafe® V8
Model #15160
Colours: Black,
Storm Grey
Page number: 19

Model #15220
Colours: Black,
Storm Grey
Page number: 21

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

camsafe® V12
Model #15200
Colours: Black,
Storm Grey
Page number: 20

Model #15300
Colours: N/A
Page number: 22

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

camsafe® V25
Model #15240
Colours: Black
Page number: 21

Smart flap hooks

pacsafe®C25L

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

camsafe® V16

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

camsafe® V11

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

camsafe® V5

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

camsafe® V2

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

pacsafe®C35L
Model #15320
Colours: N/A
Page number: 22

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

anti-theft features summary
adventure travel cont.
pacsafe®C25L stealth
Model #15340
Colours: Black
Page number: 22

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

pacsafe®C35L stealth
Model #15360
Colours: Black
Page number: 22

Smart flap hooks

Carrysafe®100
Model #15260
Colours: Black
Page number: 23

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Carrysafe®150
Model #15280
Colours: Black
Page number: 23

Smart flap hooks

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

urban travel
intasafe™ Z100
Model #25100
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 25

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

intasafe™ Z200
Model #25120
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 25

Smart flap hooks

intasafe™ Z300
Model #25140
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 26

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Model #25180
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 27

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

intasafe™ Z400
Model #25160
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 26

Model #25220
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 28

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

intasafe™ Z600
Model #25200
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 27

Smart flap hooks

Z-28

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

intasafe™ Z500

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

ultimatesafe™ 22L
Model #55100
Colours: Iron
Page number: 29

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

anti-theft features summary
urban travel cont.
ultimatesafe™ 32L
Model #55120
Colours: Iron
Page number: 29

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

leisure travel
toursafe™ LS-W
Model #50220
Colours: Black
Page number: 31

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

toursafe™ LS15
Model #50240
Colours: Black
Page number: 31

Smart flap hooks

toursafe™ LS21
Model #50260
Colours: Black
Page number: 32

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Model #50300
Colours: Black
Page number: 33

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

toursafe™ LS25
Model #50280
Colours: Black
Page number: 33

Model #30140
Colours: Black,
Tweed Grey
Page number: 34

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

metrosafe™ 100 GII
Model #30120
Colours: Black, Jungle
Green, Midnight Blue
Page number: 34

metrosafe™ 200 GII

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

metrosafe™ 150 GII
Model #30160
Colours: Black, Jungle
Green, Midnight Blue
Page number: 35

Smart flap hooks

Model #30180
Colours: Black, Jungle
Green, Midnight Blue,
Tweed Grey
Page number: 35

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

metrosafe™ 125 GII

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

toursafe™ LS29

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

metrosafe™ 250 GII
Model #30200
Colours: Black, Jungle
Green, Midnight Blue
Page number: 35

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

anti-theft features summary
leisure travel cont.
metrosafe™ 275 GII
Model #30220
Colours: Black, Midnight
Blue, Tweed Grey
Page number: 36

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

metrosafe™ 300 GII
Model #30240
Colours: Black
Page number: 36

Smart flap hooks

metrosafe™ 350 GII
Model #30260
Colours: Black, Jungle
Green
Page number: 36

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Model #20100
Colours: Black, Midnight
Blue, Walnut
Page number: 38

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

stashsafe™ 100 GII
Model #30280
Colours: Black
Page number: 37

Model #20140
Colours: Black, Midnight
Blue, Walnut
Page number: 39

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Model #20180
Colours: Black, Midnight
Blue, Walnut
Page number: 39

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

citysafe™ 100 GII
Model #20120
Colours: Black, Midnight
Blue, Walnut
Page number: 38

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

citysafe™ 350 GII
Model #20160
Colours: Black, Midnight
Blue, Walnut
Page number: 39

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

citysafe™ 400 GII

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

citysafe™ 200 GII

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

citysafe™ 75 GII

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

anti-theft features summary
travel accessories
pacsafe®55L
Model #10170
Colours: N/A
Page number: 43

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

pacsafe®85L
Model #10180
Colours: N/A
Page number: 43

Smart flap hooks

pacsafe®120L
Model #10190
Colours: N/A
Page number: 43

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

travelsafe® 5L GII
Model #10470
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 44

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

travelsafe® 12L GII
Model #10480
Colours: Charcoal
Page number: 44

Smart flap hooks

RFIDtec™ 50
Model #10380
Colours: Black, Ocean
Blue, Shadow
Page number: 44

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Model #10400
Colours: Black, Ocean
Blue, Shadow
Page number: 45

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

RFIDtec™ 75
Model #10390
Colours: Black, Shadow
Page number: 44

Model #10420
Colours: Black, Ocean
Blue, Shadow
Page number: 45

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Model #10440
Colours: Black, Ocean
Blue, Shadow
Page number: 46

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

RFIDtec™ 150
Model #10410
Colours: Black, Shadow
Page number: 45

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

RFIDtec™ 250

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

RFIDtec™ 175

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

RFIDtec™ 100

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

RFIDtec™ 225
Model #10430
Colours: Black, Ocean
Blue, Shadow
Page number: 46

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

anti-theft features summary
travel accessories cont.
RFIDsafe™ 50
Model #10330
Colours: Black,
Neutral Grey
Page number: 47

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

RFIDsafe™ 75
Model #10340
Colours: Black,
Neutral Grey
Page number: 47

Smart flap hooks

RFIDsafe™ 100
Model #10350
Colours: Black,
Neutral Grey
Page number: 47

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Model #10300
Colours: Black
Page number: 48

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

RFIDexecutive™ 25
Model #10290
Colours: Black
Page number: 48

Model #10320
Colours: Black
Page number: 49

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

RFIDexecutive™ 75
Model #10310
Colours: Black
Page number: 49

Model #10370
Colours: Black
Page number: 50

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

RFIDsleeve™ 25
Model #10360
Colours: Black
Page number: 50

Model #10140
Colours: Black,
Neutral Grey
Page number: 51

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

coversafe™ 25
Model #10130
Colours: Black,
Neutral Grey
Page number: 51

Model #10160
Colours: Black
Page number: 52

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

coversafe™ 100
Model #10150
Colours: Black,
Neutral Grey
Page number: 52

Smart flap hooks

coversafe™ 125

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

coversafe™ 75

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

RFIDsleeve™ 50

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

RFIDexecutive™ 100

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

RFIDexecutive™ 50

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

walletsafe™ 50
Model #10490
Colours: Black
Page number: 53

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

anti-theft features summary
travel accessories cont.
walletsafe™ 100
Model #10500
Colours: Black
Page number: 53

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

walletsafe™ 300
Model #10510
Colours: Black
Page number: 54

Smart flap hooks

wristsafe™ 150
Model #10530
Colours: Black
Page number: 54

Model #10120
Colours: Black
Page number: 55

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

cashsafe™
Model #10110
Colours: Black
Page number: 55

Model #10270
Colours: Smoke
Page number: 56

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Carrysafe® 200
Model #10100
Colours: Black
Page number: 55

Model #10520
Colours: N/A
Page number: 56

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

retractasafe™ 250
Model #10280
Colours: Smoke
Page number: 56

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

prosafe®620

prosafe®700

prosafe®800

Model #10210
Colours: Black
Page number: 57

Model #10230
Colours: Black, Red
Page number: 57

Model #10250
Colours: Silver
Page number: 58

Model #10240
Colours: Black
Page number: 58

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

prosafe®750

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

wrapsafe™

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security
Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

retractasafe™ 100

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

Smart flap hooks

Smart flap hooks

cashsafe™ 25

360° eXomesh®
locking system
Roobar™ anti-theft
anchor lock
RFIDsafe™ blocking
pockets & material
Slashguard anchor
strap
Interlocking zip
pullers
Smart zipper
security

eXomesh®
slashguard
Puncture resistant
Toughzip™
Carrysafe®
slashguard straps
Stainless steel
locking cable
Turn & lock
security hooks
Dual release
security buckles

colour summary
Black 100

Charcoal 104

Cypress 501

Neutral Grey 103

Iron 703

Jungle Green 507

Midnight Blue 604

Navy Blue 606

Ocean Blue 607

Red 300

Shadow 108

Smoke 109

Storm Grey 111

Tweed Grey 112

Walnut 209

Silver 705

Storm Grey

We are proud to be recognized by the following awards

we are a member of

distribution map

Australia
Hong Kong
Poland

Austria

Benelux

Indonesia
Russia

Canada

Japan

Singapore
Thailand

Chile

Korea

Malaysia

South Africa
U.A.E.

China

Denmark

France

Germany

New Zealand

Norway

Philippines

Sweden

Switzerland

Taiwan

Spain

United Kingdom

United States

pacsafe offices
Headquarters
Outpac Designs Ltd.
GPO Box 11464
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 3664 8300
Fax: (852) 2572 4466
outpac@pacsafe.com

Europe
Outpac Designs GmbH
Haupstr.48
77736 Zell a.H.
Germany
emeainfo@pacsafe.com

North America
Outpac Designs Inc.
PO Box 311,
Marysville, WA 98270
Tel: (1) 360 651 7999
Fax: (1) 360 651 7311
info@pacsafe.com

For more information or to locate your nearest distributor, visit www.pacsafe.com or contact
your nearest Pacsafe office.
Copyright© 2013. Outpac Designs Ltd. All rights reserved. Camsafe®, Carrysafe®, eXomesh®, Pacsafe®, Prosafe®, RFIDsafe®,
Travelsafe® are trademarks licensed to Outpac Designs Ltd. registered in the U.S and other countries.
iPad®, iPod®, iPod classic® and MacBook® are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
TravelSentry® is a trademark of Travel Sentry Inc., registered in the U.S and other countries.

